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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

The following papers have not been revised in 
the two years since they were presented at the 
1973 conference. Discussion was taped and is 
presented with extensive editing. Readers are 
advised not to directly quote from these proceedings. 

The Fourth Middle At lantic Archaeological Conference was held 
on May 11 and 12, 1973 at the Holiday Inn in Penns Grove, New Jersey. 
The meetings were hosted by Herbert Kraft of Seton Hall University, 
with assistance from the editor. Following suggestions made at the 
preceeding conference the host organized a conference around three 
basic themes. A general report and discussion session followed. 
The two day session was well attended with representatives from 
all parts of the Middle Atlantic Coast. Unfortunately, the regis
tration list is not available. 

The Friday morning session was organized and chaired by Dr. 
William Gardner of Catholic University. Dr. Gardner opened the 
session with a general review of the Thunderbird Site, an early 
man site located near Front Royal, Virginia. Numerous specialists 
then discussed the results and methods of their own particular 
studies of the Thunderbird area. A transcript of this session 
was not made since the tapes were either lost or the tape recorder 
malfunctioned. 

The Friday afternoon session was devoted to a demonstration of 
flint knapping techniques and a discussion of a primitive living 
project by Dr. Erret T. Callahan of Virginia Commonwealth University. 
The nature of this session did not lend itself to transcription 
and nothing further is reported in this volume. 

The Saturday morning session was chaired by Dr. Douglas 
Ubelaker of the Smithsonian Institute and was a continuation 
of the session on Mortuary Practices held at the 1972 meeting 
in Newark, Delaware. With minor exclusions, the transcript of 
this session is presented in this volume. 

The Saturday afternoon session was devoted to area reports and 
a genera l discussion on the impact of new legislation on the Federal 
level . The meetings disbanded early with the understanding that the 
1974 meetings would be held in the Sta te of Maryland. 

The transcription of this paper was completed by Margaret Ann 
Fendersen. It was then reviewed by Tyle r Bastian and forwarded to 
Herbert Kraft. Kraft in turn forwarded the transcription to Ronald A. 
Thomas who gave it to Wendy Moore and Robert Hoffman for preparation. 
Final edit in g was done by Ronald A. Thomas and the typing by Abbey 
Feierstein. This paper is published by the Section of Archaeology and 
is available at a cost of $1.50 from the Islan d Fie ld Archaeolo gical 
Museum and Research Center, R.D. # 2, Box 126, Milford, Delaware 19963. 

Ronald A. Thomas 
Editor 
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Chri8tian F. Fee8t 

SOUTHEASTERN ALGONQUIAN BURIAL CUSTOMS: ETriNOHISTORICA.L EVIDENC~ 

In my brief contribution to the discussion of mortuary custom 
investigations I shall try to point out some of the major problems 
encountered in reconstructing the methods of corpse disposal among 
the Algonquian speaking Indian groups of North Carolina, Virginia, 
and Maryland, and to explore both the insights archaeologists may 
gain from ethnohistorical data and the contributions ethnohistorians 
may expect from archaeological research. 

Archaeologists always have made use of ethnographic evidence 
in their interpretations of archaeological remains. To identify 
certain worked pieces of stone as points, or posthole patterns as 
flour patterns of houses or palisades, it is - at the very least -
necessary to infer a similarity of functions from a similarity of 
form, and to look for descriptions of living cultures to be able to 
make use of other than purely descriptive terms in describing archae
ological finds. This is true, particularly in the study of historic 
and late prehistoric sites, however, archaeologists have frequently 
made use not only of general ethnographic knowledge, but also of 
written, cartographic, pictorial, and other sources l in brief, 
the sources commonly used by ethnohistoriansJ describing the culture 
of those ethnic groups inhabiting the area near the sites in question 
at a time level as close as possible to the time level assigned to 
the archaeological remains. This is done in an attempt to complement 
the always fragmentary data of archaeology and to provide some proofs 
tor their interpretation. unly a few archaeologists fully realize 
the problems connected with the use of those ethnohistorical data, 
and - to distribute the blame evenly - few ethnohistorians draw 
attention to them. It may therefore be useful to give a. sh6rt account 
of how ethnohistorical work is done, or should be done. 

Ethnohistory shares with archaeology the disadvantage of having 
tp work from incomplete data, depending on the amount or extant records 
or surviving material remains. But while archaeology, at least, has 
access to data resulting directly from the activities of a:_pe~ple 
whose culture it studies, ethnohistory works mainly with data provided 
by the descriptions of outside obser,rers. Only historically collected 
items of material culture and, of course, tlinose items recovered by 
historic archaeology furnish the ethnohistorian with information com
parable to that available to the archaeologist. The study of written 
sources on which the ethnohistorian usually has to rely, however, pose 
different problems o! interpretation. 

The sources which have been most frequently used in ethnohistor
ical research are those writings which purportedly give "an account 
of the natives". They make good reading and readily supply the 
-researcher with a more or less balanced and full description of native 
culture. It is only when inquiring into the meaning o! these data 
in terms of modern anthropological standards that important difficulties 
become apparento The reasons !or this are fairly simple. Every such 
description is interpretative, which means that it makes selections 
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from the universe of possible and actual observations, and generalizes 
· on the baits of the selections made. Modern ethnography does not 
basically differ in this respect, it also selects and generalizes, 
and this - very simply said - is what is called theory. Writers 
without anthropological training composed their descriptions with
out explicitly stating their i•eas, which led them to select and 
generalize in a given way. They also had theories, consciously or 
not, but generally applied them neither systematically nor explicitly 
in their interpretations o! cultures which were very much different 
from their own. 

Consider, for example, the writings of Captain John smith, which 
certainly are among our most important sources on the Indians of early 
17t,h century coastal Virginia. His activities in the Chesapeake Bay 
area brought him in touch with many, mainly Algonquian speaking groups, 
in tidewater Virginia and Maryland between 1607 and 1609. His "Map 
and Description of Virginia" published in 1612 and his "Generall 
Historie of Virginia", substantially expanding his earlier book, 
published in 1624, contain both a recounting of his dealings with 
the Indians, and a general description of their culture. Since his 
account of his discoTeries does not contain many specific ethnographic 
statements, it is mainly his generalizations about the Indians that 
have been used in reconstructing early 17th century Virginia Indian 
ethnography. With very few exceptions, 8mith gives no information on 
which part of the general area he had taken the data used in hie gen
eralizations, nor is he explicit about regional differences and varia
tions within the area covered. une could infer, of course, that there 
were only few variations worth mentioning, if it were not for archaeo
logy telling us that even the fragmentary archaeological record indicates 
marked regional differences within the area. It is more likely to 
assume, that for Smith as well as for most of the other early authors 
on the Indians, their respective cultures looked very much the same, 
particularly so, if contacts with different groups were only of brief 
duration. Important as generalized descriptions as Smith's are because 
they contain much interesting data, frequsntly not duplicated in any 
other source, they nevertheless have to be used with a great deal of 
caution because of the problems involved in their evaluation and inter
pretationo 

A comparison of two or more generalized descriptions covering the 
same area but dating from different time periods brings the same problem 
to light even more clearly. In cases where such descriptions differ 
on any subject it is impossible, without further evidence, to decide 
wh~ther. such . .:.dif!erences reflect regional variation, temporal change, 
differences between social groups, or simply bad reporting. 

Another type of written source used by ethnohistorians is a 
narrative which relates to specific observed events which can be pin
pointed both in space and time. Sub-types of this kind of source 
material are, administrative records, such as county records, court 
records, or council journals. These sources are usually very specific 
and carry few inherent generalizations, but on the other hand are very 
selective. Especially administrative records which deal mainly with 
what was of relevance to non-Indian administrators, which after all is 
a very narrow and incomplete view of the world. In collecting this 
kind of information, one may arrive at a point, where it becomes possible 
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to .do ones own selections and generalizations no'i affected by generali
zations already contained in the sources, but it is impossible to over
come the problem of selectivity in the sources. It is at this point 
that archaeology comes in again. Incomplete as the archaeological 

record itself must be due to the perishable nature of many material 
items and the problems involved in recovering archaeological evidence 
for intangible culture trai-ts, it can help the ethnohistorian to fill 
some gaps left by the selectivity of his data. On the other hand, 
ethnohistory, to some extent, can provide the archaeologist with infor
mation which will enable him to gain a better understanding of his 
incomplete data. 

Turning now to the specific question of mortuary customs, I shall 
review the written sources on this subject as relating to the Algonquian 
speaking groups of North Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland, and then, 
discuss some of the problems of the data when compared with archaeologi
cal data, particularly in relation to ossuary burials. 

A general theme in the sources throughout the area is that of a 
differentiation of the treatment of the dead according to social ·class. 
Southeastern Algonquian society was stratified, with a hereditary ruling 
class consisting of the chiefs, their families, their advisers and 
possibly the priests forming the upper stratum (Feest 1966)0 

In the case of the North Carolina Algonquians, where almost all 
of our sources on burial customs date from the time of the Roanoke 
colony in 1585/6, Thomas Hariot furnishes us with an extensive descrip
tion of the burial of chiefs, which is also illustrated by one of lohn 
White's watercolors. Hariot {1590:426-7) writes in commenting on the 
engraving of White•s drawing: "The Tombe of their Werowans or Cheiff 
Lordes. They builde a Soaffolde 9. or 10. foot hihe as is expressed 
in this figure vnder the tombs of their Weroans, or cheiff Lordes which 
they cover with matts, ar_id lai the dead corpses of their weroans ther
uppon in manner fo!lowingeo First the bowells are taken fortheo Then 
layinge downe the skinne, they cutt all the fleshe clean from the bones, 
which they drye in the sonne, and well dryed they inclose in Matts, and 
place at their feete. Then their bones tremaininge still fastened to
gether with the ligaments whole and uncorrupted) are covered agayne with 
leather, and their carcase fashioned as yf their flesh were not taken 
awayo They lapp each corps in his owne skinne after the same is thus 
handled, and lay yt in his order by the corpses of the other Cheiff 
Lordeso By the dead bodies they sett their Idol Kiwasa, wher of we 
spake in the former chapitero to.) These poore soules are thus instructed 
by nature to reverence their princes even after their death." 

John White's watercolor carries White's own account which agrees 
fully with what Hariot had to say: "The Tome of their Cherounes or 
cheiff personages, their flesh clene taken of from the bones save the 
skynn and heare of their heads, which flesh is dried and enfolded in 
matte laide at theire feete. their bones also being made dry, are covered 
with deare skynns not altering their forme or proportion." lHulton and 
Quinn 1964: vol.I, 94). 

White's original picture and de Bry's engraving lprobably based 
on another copy of White's picture) differ only in that the engraving 
shows the scaffold being located within a larger structure, namely 
the temple. This is only implied by White's watercolor tHulton and 
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Quinn 1964: vol.II, plates 37, 137). 

There is no indication in the descriptions, what form the pri
mary burial took, and what time passed between primary and secondary 
disposal. The only possible indication comes from Ralph ~ane•~ 
(1589:281) report on Indian affairs: "They of Weopomiok should be 
invited lby the Roanoke chief) to a certaine kind of moneths minde 
which they do use to solemnise.· in their Savage maner for any great 
personage dead, and should have bene for Ensenoreott At this occasion 
neighboring tribes were also invited to attend. Ensenore, elsewhere 
described as "a savage father to Pemisapan (the Roanoke chie.fJ" 
l"savage father" is the reading accepted by Quinn (1955:281),"savage 
father", however, makes more sense), had died on April 20, 1586, and 
the "moneths minde"was held sometimes in July of the same year (Lane 
1589:275-6,280)0 There is no explicit suggestion that this ceremony 
had anything to do with a secondary burial, but since it is the only 
other reference to upper class mortuary customs besides burial practices 
among North Carolina Algonquians, it should be noted. 

Hariot (1588:367,374) also twice refers in passing to graves or 
interments. Speaking about the use of stone by the Indians, he remarks: 
"neither use they any digging, but onely for graves about t~ee foote 
deepe." Later he relates a story he was told by the Indians about two 
men who had died and had been "buried, the next day the earth of the 
grave being seene to move, was taken up againeott We can gather from 
these references that ordinary people were interred individually, but 
there is of course always the possibility that this was only a primary 
interment, to be followed by a secondary burial. 

John Lawson (1709:188-189.) describes burial customs of early 18th 
century eastern North Carolina Indians. He is not specific which 
tribes his descriptions cover, but Algonquian groups may well be in
cluded, particularly since the temples which served also as tombs for 
upper class Indians are called by the Algonquian term "Quiogozon". 
He mentions, never having been admitted to one of these temples (Lawson 
1709:219), but is able to describe the interior in some detailo His 
description implies, that primary corpse disposal for chiefs was 
interment, with secondary and final deposition in the temple. It is 
also noted, that the temples contained the bodies of upper class Indians 
"that have died for several hundred years" and that in removing them 
to another place ''th~y never fail to take all these dead Bones along 
with themo" The uncertainty of attribution of these notes to any 
specific group, makes it difficult to use the data correctly. 

Information on Virginia Algonquian mortuary customs is somewhat -
more extensive, although again it deals mainly with upper class burials. 
Smith in his "True Relation" (1608:22) touches briefly ~pon the subject: 
"Their Kings they burie betwixt two mattes within their houses, with 
all his beads, jewels, hatchets, and copper; the other in graves like ~ 
ourso·" "In graves like ours" is of some interest, since again it implies 
individual interment, a point which is made less clear in his later 
works, where he says: "For their ordinary burials they digge a deep 
hole in the earth with sharpe stakes; and the corpses being lapped in 
skins and mats with their jewels, they lay them upon sticks in the 
ground, and so cover them with earth." It would appear that this 
description refers to primary interment, because secondary interment 
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being different from English usage, would probably have been speoifi-
-~cally noted. Chief's burials are described by Smith (1612:75) as 

follows: "Their bodies are first bowelled, then dryed vpon hurdles 
till they be verie dry, and so about the most of their jointes and 
necke they hang bracelets or chaines of copper, pearle, and such 
like, as th~y use to weare: their inwards they stuffe with copper 
beads and cover with a skin, hatchets, and such trasho Then lappe 

they them very carefully in white skins, and so rowle them in mats 
for their winding sheeteso And in the Tombe9 which is an arah made 
of mats, they lay them orderly." 

William Strachey (1953:94-95) who copies 8mith verbatim in his 
description of ordinary burials, adds some details on upper class 
burials, such as the "scraping the"" flesh from off .the bones" and 
"drying" the same up~n hurdells into ashes which they put into little 
potts." He mentions that "the anathomy of the bones they bind 
togither or case u~ in leather( •• ) and( •• ) repose the body upon 
a little scaffold (as upon the tomb)". For the presence of bodies 
of dead upper class Indians in temples we also have another specific 
reference concerning the Nansemond Indians in 1609 (Percy 1612:263). 

As for North Carolina Algonquians we have again one reference 
which may give us some clue about the period of time elapsed between 
primary and secondary burial of chiefs. In 1621 there is mention of 
a ceremony referred to as "The takeing upp of Powhatans bones" which 
was attended by many members of neighboring tribes. Since Powhatan 
had died in 1618, this would give us a period of three years before 
the secondary disposal, if "the takeing vpp of Powhatans bones" can 
be understood to .relate to this event. (Kingsbury 1906-1935: vol. IV, 
10). 

William White (1614:148) who had lived for some time among 
unspecified Indians in the James River area wrote before 1614 about 
the Huskenaw, an initiation rite of the Virginia Algonquians, during 
which the women brought moss, skins, mats, and dry wood,"as fitting 
the childrens funerall." 

Another English writer who had lived among the Indians, was the 
boy Henry Spelman (1613:cx). Since he spent most of his time among 
the Indians of the Potomac tribe, his remarks about burial customs 
may apply to this part of Virginiat "If he dies his buriall is thus, 
ther is a scaffould built about 3 or 4 yards hye from the ground and 
the dead bodye wraped in a matt is brought to the place, wher when he 
is layd ther on, the kinsfolke falles a weopinge ( •• ) if any of the 
kindreds bodies which have bin layd on ye scaffould should be consumed 
as nothing is leaft but bonns they take those bonns from ye scaffould 
and puttinge them into a new matt, hangs them in ther howses, where 
they continew while ther house falleth and then they are buried in 
the ruinges of the house." This is the only explicit early description 
of secondary burials for Virginia Algonquian commoners. Spelman 
(1613:cv) briefly also mentions chief's burials, mentioning only, 
however, temples within the domain of Chief Powhatano 

For about sixty years, there are no reports on Virginia Algonquian 
burial practiceso William Glover (1674:633) who gives no i~dication 
which groups he is talking about (in one place he also mentions 
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Maryland Indians), says: "They burn the Bodies of the dead; and sow 
up the shaes in Matts, which they place near the Cabbins of their 
Relations." 

An anonymous author of 1689 confirms that the distinction 
between ordinary and upper class burials was still being made at 
that date. While commoners were interred in a lying position, chiefs 
were first put on platforms erected on trees; after the flesh had 
decayed, the bones were wrapped up in mats and placed in the temples 
{Anonymous 1689:231-232). 

The last source to be considered in connection with Virginia 
Algonquians ~s Robert Beverley (1705:214,216). He speaks only about 
chief's burials. ln one place he comments on an illustration contained 
in his book which is based on the engraving based on John White's 
drawing. Beverley's description therefore should be viewed with some 
suspicion. When Beverley {1705:196), in fact, had an opportunity 
to aecDetly inspect an Indian temple, he found the remains of a 
human skeleton sewed up in a mat, just as described by the anonymous 
author referred to, and not bones encased in the original skin, as 
stated in his commentary on the illustration. 

For Maryland Algonquians, we have only references to the tribes 
living on the Eastern Shore. Those dating back to a time when they 
were still living in Maryland, describe the upper class burials only. 
In 1686 the Assateagues complained to the Governor of Maryland, that 
an Englishman had robbed the burial of an Indian chief. It was then 
stated that 19it is a custom among them upon the death of an Indian 
~ing to save his bones and make a case with skinns wherein they incloee 
the bones and fill it up with Roo11oake and other their riches," and 
that the Englishman "hath most injuriously and feloniously stolen and 
taken away greate quantities of Roonoake and ekinns from the tomb of 
some of their former Kings, which (according to their custom) they 
use to offer there." (Browne 1887:481,483). In 1792 it was reported 
that the Choptank Indians of Locust Neck had preserved the bones of 
their chief Wynicaco in a CJuioccaeon house for some 70 years lSpeck 
1927:41). The term ~uioccosan house occurs in the whole Southeastern 
Algonquian region, is derived from the word for "gods", and refers 
to temples, in some of which the bodies of members of the ruling 
class were kept. Early, the word became curremt in colonial English, 
and was used also for the religious buildings of non-Algonquian tribes, 
such as the Nottoway in Virginia lMcilwaine and Hall 1925-1945: vol. 
III, 98;vol.IV, 176,-186). References to ~1uioccosan houses in colonial 
records are therefore not very conclusive in regard to the distribution 
of the corpses of upper class Indians. 

After the Nanticoke Indians had left Maryland, John Heckewelder 
and David Zeiaberger briefly recorded their mortuary customs. Neither 
one mentions differential treatment according to class, but what is 
being described would seem to apply to commoners. 

Heckewelder (1819:75-76) wrote: "The Nanticokes had the singular 
custom of removing the bones of their deceased friends from the burial 
place to a place of deposition in the country they dwell in. In 
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earlier times, they were known to go from Wyoming (Pennsylvania) to 
Chemenk to fetch the bones of their dead from the Eastern Shore of 
Maryland, eTen when the bodies were in a putrid state, eo that they 

v had to take off the fleeh and scrape the bones clean, before they 
could carry them along. I well remember having seen them between 
the years 1750 and 1760, loaded with such bones, which being fresh, 
caused a disagreeable stench, as they passed through the town of 
Bethlehem." 

Zeieberger (1910:90) says: "The Nanticokes { •• ) have this 
singular custom that about three or four months after the funeral they 
open up the grave, take out the bones, clean them of the flesh and dry 
them, wrap them in new linen and inter them again. A feaet is usually 
provided for the occasion, consisting of the best they can afford. 
Only the bones of the arms and legs of the corpse are thus treated. 
The reet are either buried or burned." 

Nanticoke secondary burials for commonere apparently followed 
primary interment, thus differing from Spelman's account of primary 
exposure on a seaffold for the Potomac, and the accounts for the region 
to the south where no secondary burials for commoners are mentioned 
at all. No source at all, however, mentions ossuary burials, which 
is probably the oddest fact to be noted in connection with our survey 
of written sources. While no one mentions them in writing, archaeologi
cal evidence for their presence in the region during historic times 
is so strong as to leave not the least chance of doubt. They have 
been reported from both eides of the lower Potomac River, Rappahannock 
River, York River, and Chickahominy River in Virginia, and from Tarious 
locatione on the Eastern Shore. The absence of any written reports 
on oseuary burials may be due to several reasons: First, such burials 
were held in any one place only every few years, so that even someone 
who may have lived for a considerable time among the Indians, let 
alone a traveling obserTer, could easily haTe missed such an occasion, 
and seeond, it is not likely that the Indians would have invited the 
colonists to attend such a ceremony, particularly when taking into 
account the unfriendliness of Indian-White relations. The archaeologi
cal record therefore adds considerably to our knowledge of burial 
custome in historic time$. Spelman's account, coming from an area 
in which ossuary burials up to historic times are well documented, 
should then be seen as a description of a two-stage preparation of 
corpses of commoners, prior to interment in osauaries. Reports about 
primary interment of commoners in other parts of coastal Virginia 
and in coastal North Carolina may tie in with the relatiTe absence of 
oseuarie~ in those parts, while Glover's account about cremation finde 
partial substantiation in the presence of some partially cremated 
skeletons in some of xhe oseuaries. It is imposeible, however, to 
state the rea~ons why some corpses were cremated and Gthere were not. 
Aleo it should become clear from our survey, that the placement of 
specially prepared corpses of upper class indiYiduale in the Indian's 
temples bears no relationship at all to the practice of ossuary burials. 
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Impromptu Remarks on Feast's Paper 

(FEEST) Even observers like Henry Spelman who stayed tor one 
year among the Indian group, could possibly have missed a chance of 
seeing an ossuary burial at the place, much less, casual observers 
and travelers who probably didn't inquire too intensively into 
customs relating to burial. I think the Indians would probably not 
have willingly told o! these practices in great detail to any foreigner. 
Also, they probaly would not have invited too many Englishmen, parti
cularly if the tribe was hostile, to attend the ossuary burials and 
other funerary occasions. This is a good reason why we don't have 
any ethnohistoric references to ossuary burials. The problem remains 
that we have to somehow bring the practice of ossuary burials into 
line with what our ethnohistoric sources have to say. Dr. Stewart 
has excavated the ossuaries at the village of Patawomeke so we know 
that in historic times these Indians used ossuery burials. Henry 
Spelman, in describing the burial customs, mentions secondary burials, 
but not ossuary burials. He finally says that after exposure on the 
scaffold, they put the bones in mats and hang them up in the houses. 
If the house breaks down, they are buried under the house, and that's 
the end of it. There are obviously some problems connected with 
trying to bring together archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence. 
On the other hand, it is very important and I should like to get 
your comments from an archaeologist's point of view on ethnohiatoric 
sources or any questions you may have as to the validity and accuracy 
of these sources. 

(THURMAN) There are two things I want to say. First of all in 
regard to the 1621 reference in Virginia, I think there are a lot of 
problems in interpreting this because in 1622 an attack was made against 
the settlers at Jamestown and there is some reason to believe that 
this was a nativistic revitalization movement. This chain of events 
was set o!f as a result of the murder of an Indian medicine man. 
One of the things about ·this medicine man was that he pleaded before 
he died, not to let the.people of his tribe know that he had been 
killed by a bullet. Now this is another factor that really led to 
my conclusions. There is a possibility here of the first nativistic 
revitalization movement in the Eastern United States. The reason 
I bring this up is that there is another reference from 1622 which 
says that the date of the attack on Jamestown was scheduled for the 
day on which Powhatan's body was going to be reburied. Now, I know 
there are references, in 1621, I am not disputing thato I am saying 
~hat there are problems with the date of Powhatan's reinterment; 
there are problems with 1621 ·for the Powhatan dateo It tells in the 
documentation in 1622 of the reburial of Powhatan's body,we cannot 
assume that this was an ordinary event. We are not sure whether 
Powhatan's body was being reburied several times, o·r being t_aken up, 
or if in fact, this particular reference is totally representative 
of the situation for high status burials in Virginiao 

(FEEST) I fully agree with your opinion that this is possibly 
the first nativistic movement on record in North America, however, 
I have to disagree with your interpretation of the datao The case 
of the Indian who was called the English Jack with the Feathers to 
whom you refer, there is evidence that this may really not have 
triggered the 1622 so-called massacre. Actually, Obach~ who headed 
and who organized this so-called massacre told the English colonists, 
long before the massacre, after this Indian had been killed by a bullet, 
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that he was content that his throat had been cut and he was glad to 
have him off his hands. The question about the taking up of Powhatan's 
bones is, that after the massacre in 1622, it was reported by the 
Colonial Council back in London that the organization of the massacre 
took place not on the date of the massacre itself, but on the occasion 
of the taking up of Powhatan's bones, an occasion when many tribes 
of amtghboring regions gathered, and so, this made easy the planning 
or this massacre. 

(THURMAN) That is quite possible. I would be willing to say 
that it is at least plausible. However, I think that since there was 
a nativistic movement involved here, we should not assume that this 
particular instance is in fact representative of how long an individual 
or high status was buried. 

(FEEST) That is the only evidence we have. We shouldn't place 
too much weight on it, really, but it should be pointed out that this 
evidence exists. 

{MAC CORD) Did you find any references to their having moved 
their bones when they moved from one territory to another? I found 
a reference among the Creeks where they bundled and took the bones 
of the dead with them. Did they do this among the Algonquians? 

(FEEST) The only reference is given by Heckewelder, who said 
that the Nanticokes did follow this custom. 

{COMMENT) Then perhaps that could explain also why they took 
the bundles from one place to another. They may have interred them 

V in a group when they arrived at their destination. 

(FEEST) Possibly. The sources don't say so, but it is a distinct 
possibility. 

lCOMMENT) There are three points I want to make. One relates 
to the ethnohistorical data. In the Choptank village·that you refer 
to it is also reported that the chief or the king was preserved seven 
years in the temple. That town was ruled by a woman, which brings 
up the problem of high status women's graves. How far back in the 
records did they go? We have ethnohistorical evidence that there 
were high status women. Secondly, because of the problems of ethno
historical data, I have begun an ethnographic investigation among 
living Delaware's related to burial practices. In light of what Ron 
has already said about secondary disturbances in the graves, they 
are very clear on the problem of releasing the spirit of a corpse, 
at some time during 4 to 12 days after the burial. After the grave 
has been filled in, there will be a hole left from the coffin to 
the surface of tm ground, which should show up, either in light 
soil discoloration or through offerings that were dropped down the 
hole. And yet I know of no one who has ever found such a hole in 
the excavation of a grave. The other thing is ,the Delaware's are 
still very clear on the problem of status differentiation. In terms 
of primary burials, cheifs are always buried sitting up, commoners 
are always buried prone. They don't do it now, because their chiefs 
aren't chiefs, to their way of thinking. But they do remember that 
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there were these status differentiations in the burials. 

(FEEST) I quite consciously stopped my survey short of Delaware 
because of the different problems involved. You have to take into 
account the possibility of change over time. So you can use your 
data in trying to interpret sources. 

(COMMENT) Exactly. That's the reason for tying it into archaeo
logy. 

(FEEST) In connection with status differentiation, I'd like to 
make the point which you bring up in your paper in discussing the 
Slaughter Creek phase. You say there is no indication of status 
differentiation in the archaeological record. Of course, if we assume 
that high status individuals are buried in charnel houses in the temples, 
you probably won't find any evidence in the ground. This should be 
kept in mind also. 

(THURMAN) You find evidence for the charnel house, however. 
Whether there has been a burial in it or not, you will be able to see 
that you've got a structure that is different froin any other structures 
in the village. This is why, as I've said repeatedly, you've got to 
go after the information of the total settlement pattern. If you don't, 
you aren't going to know what's going on. 

(FEEST) Yes, that's right. 

(.STEWART) One of the addi 1ional points of information we get 
from the ossuaries is the arrangement of the bodies. I think I would 
first note that we get numbers of these_bodies face down. They are 
all articulated, except for the fact that the feet are thrown up 
forward, the feet are in the abdominal position, and they may have 
been wrapped, so they didn't know which was up or down when they were 
put in. 

(STEWART) I could predict that Doug, when he-got into the 
Nanjemoy ossuary, _that h~ would find them, and he did. Another thing 
that I noted at Stoney Creek.was that long ·bones occasionally had mud 
wasp nests in them. This could only have occurred up on a scaffold 
in the open. It couldn't have been after burial, of course. Occasional
ly, I found a skull that seemed to have sand in it rather than the 
clay surrounding the flesh, suggesting it had been buried elsewhere, 
maybe on the shore of a river and transferred to this site. So if 
you look for this sort of information, you can find it supplementing 
the known records. The other thing is we get lots of cut marks around 
joints, which suggests scraping and cleaning of the skeletons. Up 
to the time I was able to work on an ossuary. No one had dug one 
carefully, they were after the bones. Old Judge Graham used to get 
down on one side and pull the bones out with no idea of the arrangement. 
Mrs. Ferguson did the same thing in Accokeek. She would bring her 
friends in on a weekend and they would have a trench all the way 
around the ossuary and sit there and pull out the bones and put them 
in paper bags, with no idea of the arrangement. They lost immeasurable 
amounts of information there. 

I've been on the receiving end of bones from the 
archaeologist, and in a sense I don't object to this, because in my 
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work on forensic anthropology, law enforcement people bring in 
skeletons to us, to identify. We don't let them tell us anything, 
because we don't want to be biased in onr determination of sex and v age or whatever we might find. I've had skeletons brought in and 
have noted a green stain on top of the skull, and I'd say this is 
likely from the Colonial ~eriod, the winding sheet had been pulled 
up there and pinned. The copper in the pins left this stain. We 
are constantly finding things we. can interpret, however, we need to 
know more details about how these things are recov·ered, because we 
can make certain assumptions, about the burial. I have had the law 
enforcement people bring in skeletons or a bag full of bones, and 
I would see they were discolored in a certain way. If I would lay 
those bones out according to the discoloration, I could reconstruct 
how it had been found, because the upper parts were bleached and the 
ones in the ground were stained. You couldn't have told from the 
bones whether they were articulated or not when found. There. is 
a lot of this information. Ron has in his paper, I noticed, a 
sentence that intrigued me. I wish he could interpret it. ~In 
order of relative reliability, these were the writer's excavation 
records and experiences, site excavation photographs, interviews 
with excavators, witnesses and the published literature.a Now I 
don't know whether this is in diminishing order of importance. For 
Delaware, he has been using a lot of "I" information on these, and 
of course, being on the receiving end, I realize that what I have 
been able to say is simply what I can tell from the bones. 

lCOMMENT) With regard to the individuals you found, that were 
articulated except for tendons cut and the legs bent,did any of these v bodies have any sort o! material associated with them? 

V 

lSTEWART) There was very little material of a cultural nature 
in the oeeuaries. There are intriguing things. Doug.found in the 
last ossuary we did, Potomac Creek ossuary, we found lots of cylindrical 
shell beads that seemed to have been thrown in. I remember that after 
we had taken most of the bones out we could find them scattered over 
the bottom of the pit. Now these could have filtered down from above, 
but the random distribution suggested that they had just been thrown 
in there. On the other hand, we got a lot of marginella beads for 
which you could establish patterns. I thirkthey were on a robe, 
like Powhatan's robe. They were sewn in designs and when the robe 
rotted they just stayed there still in their patterns. Another thing 
is that in this last ossuary, there seems to have been cremated bones 
scattered at random in part ·of the ossuary. In Potomac Creek, there 
is a mass of cremated bones at one end, not cremated in situ, but 
brought there. It makes you wonder whether this was part of the 
ceremony, because I found that in almost every ossuary, Ho~ever, 
this has to be observed as the bones are taken out. 

(COMMENT) Were those found at the same level, those beads you 
aaid were sown across the soil? 

(STEWART) We found them all through. It is so difficult in 
an ossuary to be sure of these things. 

(COMMENT) I just wanted to make a comment on the disoriented 
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burials. There are two possible explanations for them. One is that 
the bundles were kind of spherical and they couldn't tell which end· 
was up and they got dumped in the ground. The other is that witches 
are always buried disoriented from the rest of the community. The 
only way to tell that I know of is that a witch burial will not have 
grave goods. 

(COMlVlENT) That means we have a whole oesuary of witches. 

(.PREVIOUS COMMENTATOR) Well, no I'm talking about individual 
burials. 

(COMMENT) In regard to that, I seem to recall that witches, if 
they could not get rid of their paraphernalia, had to be buried with 
their jar or with their paraphernalia. 

(UBELAKER) In these oesuaries, it would appear to me, at 
least, that what would appear to be this unusual flexing of the lower 
legs in this position wasn't unusual at all, to them. In this last 
ossuary, we found three completely articulated individuals, reflecting 
individuals who had died just before the burial ceremony, so their 
flesh didn't have time to decompose. Two of those are in that position. 
The other one was extended, lying on top of both piles, so that's two 
out of three, and I think it's the norm rather than the exception. 

{THURMAN) I would like to make a comment in terms of general 
methodology,in regard to ethnohistory and its relationship to 
archaeology. Primarily it was brought to my mind by the statement 
on witches. I would like to call people's attention to the article 
James Deetz wrote some time ago in a special publication of the 
American Anthropological Association in which he points out something 
which I think is overlooked when we deal with ethnohistory or when 
we deal with ethnography. We put things in a context and when we deal 
in archaeological materials we put things in a context. our inter
pretations are primarily a function of the context in which we place 
the interpretation. We are not testing archaeological mater:ial. We 
cannot test archaeological material with ethnohistorical material, 
or vice-versa. What we are doing is, comparing two different kinds 
of constructs and this is something which is overlooked. The second 
thing I wanted to say is that we cannot make the assumption that those 
processes which are observed at the present time necessarily are 
processes that occurred in the past. Now I am not arguing for an 
anti-unfformitarian method. •I am saying that obviously there are 
processes which existed in the past for which there are no obeerveable 
analogs. I think we have overstressed the ability of ethnohistory, 
ethnography, or history to give us real insight into the pa~t. 
Certainly, to some degree it can help us, but we are going to have 
to devise methods and means by which we can understand things purely 
on an archaeological basis. 

(FEEST) May I comment briefly on that? I agree fully with you 
that the twothings are different, archaeological and ethnohistorical 
constructs, but if we deal with early historic times, if we have the 
same time period, the same place, then these two constructs should 
be compatible. 
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(THURMAN) I agree. But I think we must be aware of what we 
are doing. And too many people are unaaare of what they are actually 
doing. Let's be explicit, let's understand what we are really doing, 
let's say what we are really doing. 

(COMMENT) That's why we are here today. 

iuBELAKER) Well, I think all the archaeological evidence auggeats 
that these are one-shot affairs where the primary deposits were some
where else. They were stored UJPOVer a period of time, probably 
several years, and then in a feast of the dead, they would gather 
together• all of the decomposed or partially decomposed remains and 
bury them collectively in a large pit, seal that pit, and then wait 
several more years before they went through this thing again. Each 
ossuary represents a segment of the dead of that population, covering 
all the dead that die.d during a specific period of time. They weren •·t 
re-opened and added to later on, or else we would see some evidence 
of layering, and there is none. 

We are sort of at a point where we can depart from 
theory and start presenting some data. Let's present some specific 
applications of the theoretic orientation we have been talking about 
and see how several o! us have been trying to retrieve data in the 
field to solve some of these problems. Last year I recall standing 
before you and telling you what I had planned on doing in the analysis 
and excavation of an ossuary in Southern Maryland. Now I have the 
pleasure to tell you that I have done that and I can return and show 
you and tell you what I have acne 

lCOMMENT) We might make a few comments about ossuary practice, 
and then I can go over the data. It appears that ossuaries do represent 
one-shot affairs, where some type of a primary repository existed, 
be it a scaffold, something above ground, a charnel house, or in the 
ground interments. It appears that every few years the Late Woodland 
inhabitants of the Mid-Atlantic area traveled to these primary reposi
tories and gathered together remains of the dead, brought them together, 
conducted the ceremony and buried them collectively in these large 
pits. We found one of these pits in Southern Maryland containing the 
remains of nearly 200 people which I believe represents nearly all 
the people that died du.ring that period of •time with the possible 
absence o! the leaders who, may have .been deposited permanently in 
the death houses, or some ipdividuals who may have not made it to the 
ossuary. 

(C8MDNf) What period of time does this represent in years? 

(UBELAKER) I think it represents a 3 to 4 year period, This 
is sort of a departure from what I thought last year at thi~ time, 
in that the same practice is well documented for the Iroquoian
speaking peoples in the Great Lakes area, as well as Algonquian groups. 
With the Huron, the interval is well documented at 10 years, or some
where between 8 and 12. Jesuit missionaries wrote copious notes on 
this process and we have well documented sources. However, here I 
think the time interval is a lot shorter.· First, I want to give a 
presentation of archaeological data and some of my interpretations 
of some of the things I found. particularly regarding the distribution 
of bones and individuals within the ossuary pit, Secondly, I will 
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discuss how I have utilized the skeletal material to reconstruct 
demographic profiles for the population, based on the idea that 
this does represent a relatively complete sample. I then go on from 
the demographic data to considerations of population size and relating 
those population size estimates to an interpretation of what the 
ossuaries represent. 

(HERE FOLLOWS A SLIDE PRESENTATION OF THE EXCAVATION OF THE 
NANJEMOY OSSUARY) 
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Douglas Ubelaker 

~HE HURLEY OSSUARY AT NANJEMOY CREEK 

The Hurley site that I am referring to is located on a 110 
foot bluff overlooking Nanjemoy Creek, a small tributary of the 
Potomac River. I will be referring to two ossuaries excavated by 
Dr. Stewart in 1953 and 1955. The second one was excavated during 
1971 and 1972 by Dr. Stewart and myself. Both were found by accident. 
The first one was found as the residents of the house were connecting 
a waterpipe to their house and then later as they were building a 
fence line they again found the bones and called the Smithsonian. 
So we could investigate before there was any damage to the material. 
Consequently, it was completely excavated and we have been able to 
get a lot of information. 

There is a general secondary nature of this ossuary deposit. 
Most of the skeletons are decomposed. The bones are not in articu~a
tion. They are representing individuals who had been in the primary 
repository long enough so that the flesh had decomposed. When they 
transferred them, the bones came apart.· Some of them were apparently 
wrapped in bundles and were placed in the ossuary deposit. Yet some 
of the individuals are still partially articulated~ reflecting indivi
duals who had not been lying in the original repository long enough 
to completely decompose. Some of the individuals were completely 
articulated, reflecting individuals who had just died. The recently 
found ossuary was approximately 100 feet northwest of the first one. 
A fence line happened to exactly bisect the oesuary so that it served 
as a sort of convenient reference point for our excavations. We 
began with the idea that we would expose as much as possible so we 
could get a feeling for the iayout of the material and try to learn 
something about any patterning which may exist within the oseuary 
deposits. However, there are a lot of problems-involved in excavating 
ossuaries. There are hazards in trying to expose too much at once, 
because it is so complicated. It is a pit 17 feet long by about 8 
feet wide, the logistics involved are what make it difficult to exca
vate. If you try to expose the whole things at once, you'll find 
by the time you get to the end, there will be so much sun damage, 
so muc~ breakage, that you will lose the data you are trying to get. 
With that in mind, and relying heavily upon Dr. Stewart's previous 
encounters with ossuaries, we decided to excavate this thing in thirds. 

There is a completely articulated individual lying on top, as 
well as the two on the bottom. Another is on its back with the legs 
very tightly flexed up in the stomach area. Another apparently un
ueual example is one where the muscles and the tendons in the kneee 
area have been severed and the lower legs have been brought up out 
of anatomical position, into the stomach area so that instead of 
having the legs flexed back as you normally expect to find, they are 
brought around so that the toes are up in the stomach. This is the 
unusual burial position that has been documented for other ossuaries 
in the area and that appears to represent somewhat of a standardized 
technique. The other class of individuals are individual bundles. 
Once the hide ie decomposed and the materials begin to.settle in, it 
all just looks like on3continuous mass. _You can see ~ig~e: and lower 
points but it is very hard to differentiate between individual bundles. 
Stewart's excavation in '53 showed the same kind of pattern, wi th 
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1eolate4 bundles and some completely articulated individuals on the 
perimeters of the excavation. One shows an example of what I call 
partial articulation. Here is a group of 8 or 9 or 10 thoracic 
vertebrae which are articulated together, but that'e all you have. 
They aren't articulated to anything else. We found over 150 examples 
of this type representing all parts of.the body, throughout the 
ossuary. Most frequent were bones of the feet, reflecting reluctance 
of that mueculature to decompose. In the primary repository the 
bones of the feet apparently lasted the longest in articulation, 
and it sort of worked its way up, reflecting the strength of the 
tendons and their resistance to decompmsition. We did find cremated 
bones concentrated right in the center of a pit that looked like the 
remains of at least one adult burned to a fairly high temperature else
where and brought to the pit for placement in it. They weren't burned 
in the pit. 

The next phase I want to talk about is distribution of bones within 
the pits. In the past, we have thought of theee things as being random 
distributions of the skeleton material. Certainly as you excavate you 
gain the impression that the bones were apparently just arbitrarily 
thrown into the pit and that no apparent order canbJ! recognized. 
Thie was my reaction as I worked in this pit and it has been the reaction 
o! others who have worked on ossuaries. However, it occurred to us 
that there may be distributional features, such ae distributional 
variation within the pit that we couldn't detect because of their 
complexity, because they weren't gross enough, and the only way to 
really find out if they existed wae to use some type of a grid system 
and analyze the content of the gride independently to eee if there 
is variation within the pit. We then superimposed an artifical twe-
foot grid square system over the bone mass and as we excavated, we 
removed the contents of each square separately, keeping track of what 
square it came from. I then analyzed each of these units independently. 
I studied the distributional patterns within these squares, thinking 
that if there was some type of separate placement of males and females, 
or young people and old people, it might be detected in the analyeie. 
Well, I got results, but they weren't quite the results I expected 
to find. There was absolutley no difference between the dietribution 
of malee and females in thie oseuary, as detected from the ekulls, 
the femora and the innominate. You have to think in terms of individual 
bones, not individual people, because it is all disrupted. Within 
the adult group, there wae no significant difference between the 
distributions of young people and the distributions of old people. 
However, when you look at the type of bones and compare young people, 
that is sub-adults to adults; you find a very iramatic difference. 
I did this using a computer, using multivariant analysis, which ehowed 
the difference. I then went back and teeted each of the comparisone 
individually, using the univariant chi equare statistic. 

The results produced three distributional groups within the 
ossuary, which strongly overlapped, but showed very different dis
tributional patterns when you look at the pits as a whole. One group 
consisted of the major bones of both the adulte and the aubadulte. 
We found that by analyzing the major bones, the larger, more conspic
uous looking bones, for example, the long bo~es ~d the innominates, 
there was no difference in the spatial distribution of these bones 
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between adulte and eubadults. However, talking juet about adults, 
you find that there were significant differenoee between the major 
bonee of the adulte and the miscellaneous bone~ of the adults, the 
carpals, the tarsals, the toe bones, the· foot monee the small vertebrae, 
etc. Similarly,there were differences between the distribution of 
the major bones of the subadults and the miscellaneous minor bones 
of the subadults. We emerged with this pattern of three groups: 
1) major bones of adults and subadults, 2) the small miscellaneous 
bones of subadults, and 3) small miscellaneous bones of adults. 
And the probabilities that this could have occurred by chance are 
way under 1000 to 1. The only explanation that I could come up 
with that makes any sense at all would be, if these burials were 
primarily on scaffolds, and the Indians went to the primary repository 
to gather together the bones for communal reburial. They may have 
selected the larger, more conspicuous bones for communal burial. 
They may have gathered them all together, and placed them simulta
neously, or with some type of a gesture, in this pit. It is obvious 
that they were placed together, in that they have the same distribution. 
There is no distribution difference between adults' and subadults' 
major bones. They may have then gone back to the original scaffold 
areas, or in some type of a separate movement, gathered together 
those small miscellaneous bones that were left behind, cleaned out 
these scaffolds to get ready for the next few years of deposits, and 
brought them into the ossuary f9r burial. At any rate, they were 
placed in separately, so they apparently do have a separate distri
bution within the pit. Now, the subadult-adult difference among the 
miscellaneous bones is pretty hard to explain, unless perhaps the 
·original scaffolds were segregated in terms of males and females. 

Now Christian Feest has called attention to this rite of 
(Huskenaw), which apparently occurred arowid the age of 15. This 
produces a subadult-adult dichotomy which is recognized in cultural 
institutions during life.and there is no reason to rule out why it 
wouldn't be represented after death as well. It is very hypothetical. 
It is one way I can see of explaining the data. This is very indirect 
evidence, a very speculative way of getting at what these primary 
repositories may have been and how they may have been segregated. 
We can not say these things were separated prior to the time they 
were placed in, or what the separation represents. We can only 
theorize about it. 

The next phase of this involves the demographic data. Largely 
at Dr. Stewart's suggestion, I have attempted to utilize the skeletal 
samples recovered from both of these ossuaries to reconstruct demo
graphic profiles for the populations represented. Due to the ethno
graphic analogy with the ossuary practices among the Huron and the 
evidence that we have for similar types being practiced have, we 
can believe that most of the individuals who died in the population 
during that period of time represented, were deposited in these 
ossuaries. It probably isn't 100%, but it's certainly closer to 
100% than any other sample we are going to find in North America in 
prehistory. Consequently, it offers a somewhat unique opportunity 
to get at this kind of demographic data with a bit more reliability 
than we have been able to get at in the past. For years people 
have constructed mortality curves, they constructed demographic curves 
but it is very hard to determine just what they mean inasmuch as in 

· most cases you aren't sure of the sample. We are not sure if the 
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Indians placed all their dead in the cemetery; you aren't sure if 
the excavator excavated all of the cemetery; you aren't sure if the 
excavator excavated all of the cemetery, or if the ages were properly 
determined. When you add these factors up, you find that in many 
cases the data are really meaningless, because you can't sort out 
what contributing factors there were. You find demographic differences, 
but what were they due to? With ossuaries, because of the rather 
unique µature of this collective secondary interment, we have a bit 
of assurance that the sample is relatively complete. I think the 
fact that we find individuals in all states of decompositon, the 
fact that we find cremated remains, indicates that this was a very 
important cultural feature. No matter how they treated the individual, 
they went to great lengths to ensure that he was included in the 
ossuary. Although there may have been variability in the primary 
treatment of the corpse, the end result was the ossuary. So as far 
as demographih data is concerned, we can approach this with a certain 
amount of certainty that we can't use in many other cases. Having 
validated, at least to myself, the legitimacy of using this type of 
sample to obtain demographic data, you are still faced with the problem 
of age determination. This is coupled with the problem of individual 
bone representation in the ossuary. 

We find that when we make a careful inventory of all the bones 
in the ossuary, not all the bones are equally represented, As you 
would expect, the larger and more conspicuous bones are more highly 
represented than the small bones, which could easily be lost. And 
whereas maybe 2% of the tibia are missing, 97% of the phalanges are 
missing. They may have been either discarded or were dropped during 
the process of the transfer from the original repository. So~demo
graphic data based on phalanges wouldn't mean much because 97~ of the 
sample is missing. We have to consider, in doing this type of work, 
the accuracy of the aging methods plus the representation of the bones 
used in the process. So you have these dual factors entering in, which 
complicates the analysis considerably. I found for subadults the 
maximum counts came from the temporals, which we cannot age very accu
rately. But close behind were the long bones which, by measuring the 
length, and correlating them with published standards, you can get an 
estimate of the age of the individual. A little further down the line 
were the maxillae and mandibles which contained teeth that again we 
could use to very accurately age subadults, ages at death. This 
curve slide was constructed from considerijg two different crite~ia, 
1) eruption of the teeth and calcification of the teeth, as revealed 
through x-rays, and 2) from different bones, the left mandible and 
the left maxillas of both ossuaries. You can see the difference in 
the _profile you get. This is in effect a mortality curve for the first 
18 to 19 years of life. You can see that, depending on what bone you 
select and depending on what aging criteria you employ, you get very 
contrasting results. For example, a curve based on dental eruption 
of the left mandible for the first ossuary would produce very different 
demographic conclusions from one calculated from the left maxilla. 
These are the kinds of things you have to be aware ofo However, you 
can go a long way in selecting the bones that are most frequently 
represented. Most of the criteria that we have do not provide age 
estimates accurate enough for demographic analysis. Things like suture 
closure, dental attrition, etc. provide only very general indicators 
of age progression. Tradi~onally, we turn to such things as pubic 
symphysis morphology for more accurate age estimates, based on standards 
like the ones compiled by Dr. Stewart and Dr. McKern of the Korean 
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War dead. We oan estimate the age relatively accurately for adults. 
However, we are never sure, particularly of the upper age ranges, of 
the accuracy of that estimate. In dealing with ossuary data,~ where 
many of the pubes are damaged or scraped off, it is again somewhat 
difficult to get accurate age estimates. I found when I started my 
analysis that in one of the ossuaries nearly 30% of the pubes were 
either missing or were unreadable, due to damage. I coulnd't get 
age estimates. Rather than construct demographic data on a sample 
that was 30% wrong to begin with, I went to the femora, where I had 
nearly 100% representation. I ground thin sections out of all the 
right femora from both ossuaries. This involved the preparation of 
about 200 slides. I made cuts from the anterior quarter and ground 
them down to thin sections to work out the problems of determining 
age from that. Essentially that method involves looking at a cross
section of bone and looking at the degree to which the internal bone 
is remodelled. Through the work of Ellis Curly at Maryland, we know 
that there is a regular age progression in the formation of the strue
turee called osteones, By calculating accurately the percentage of 
the bone that has been converted into osteones you can calculate the 
age of the individual very accurately. The age standards were published 
with a standard error lower than 5 years. So here we have data that 
give us very accurate insights into the age of adults at death whereas 
with the pubic symphysis method, for older people I would say the 
margin of error is up to about 10 years. · 

We found an indication that people were not dying as rapidly 
in the 30 to 34 year age range and were living a lot longer. We 
also determined that these Indians didn't all die of by the age of 
50, but they were living on to .age 70 and 80. Longevity was well 
marked in the population. This demonstrates the difference you can 
get with different criteria, and in ossuaries in arbitrarily selecting 
the bone to examine. This would give you very different demographic 
statistics. There is a. difference of life expectancy at birth of 
about 22, compared to life expectancy at birth of 16. So it makes 
a difference what criteria you use. 

We found a very high infant mortality rate at the Nanejemoy 
Site. In the first 5 years of life 32% of the population died. Most 
of this occurs at birth. If you break the 5 year intervals down, 
the mortality rate drops dramatically off during adolescence. It 
then increases with the maximum adult death rate occurring between 
ages ;o and 34. This has held ture in the femoral remodeling data, 
as well as in the pubic sy~P.hYsis data. Death rates then tapered off 
into old age, so that life expectancy of an individual of about 50 
is approximately 6 or 7 years. Life expectancy at birth in these pop
ulations were about 21 to 22 years, with the population of ossuary 
#2 having a slightly longer life expectancy than population 1. This 
is perhaps better expressed in a survivorship curve, which plots the 
number of survivors coming out of each 5 years of life. In other 
words, starting at age O you have 100~~ of the population; by age 5 
only about 65 or 70% are left. This is what happens to the population 
as they go through life and individuals die out. (Slide used). From 
this, I calculated life tables. I rebuilt life tables that insurance 
agents use on living populations so that theoretically I could sell 
insurance to the Indians if I had to. The life tables provide very .. 
important data on life expectancy at each age interval and the probabilit~ 
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of dying at each age interval. This is physical anthropological data, 
however,and we won't go into it. It is important, though, in being 
able to compare this population with living groups, and we can see 
how well they were doing in relation to their environment compared 
to primitive groups we have data on today. They compare about the 
same, by the way. It is sort of the pattern you expect to find in 
most primitive groups prior to antibiotics and prior to sterile 
hospital procedures. 

The most important thing that the life table produces is life 
expectancy data. They tell us that at birth these people could expect 
to live only about 21 years. If they survive the first 5 years of 
life, an individual could expect to live an additional 28. From then 
on life expectancy decreases with each age interval, reflecting the 
importance of those first 5 years to individuals being born into this 
population. If you can make it past that age bracket, then you would 
have a pretty good chance of living to old age. A product of life 
table construction is the crude mortality rate. The crude mortality 
rate tells you the number of people dying per thousand per year in a 

~ population and in itself is a valuable index of mortality. However, 
it is important in this study, in that it gives us an opportunity 
to get at population size. Consequently, if you know the rate at 
which they died, if you know the number of people dead in the ossuary, 
and if you know the length of time represented by a single ossuary 
burial, then you can calculate the number of living people alive in 
the population contributing to this ossuary. 

All of these things have been answered thus far in the analysis 
except the length of time represented by a single ossuary. It dawned 
on me that the only key to getting at that kind of information, except 
through ethnographic analysis, was in the observation during the exca
vation of the number of individuals who were represented by these various 
stages of articulation of the upper parts. Assuming that death rates 
were constant in this population, and that the turnover rate of deaths 
was constant during the period that we are talking about, then you 
would expect a direct relationship between the proportions of individ
uals in these articulated states and the length of time they spent 
on that primary repository. If the time interval was say, a month 
between ossuary deposits, you would expect that almost everybody in 
the pit would be partially articulated. There wouldn't be enough time 
for their bones to decompose. If the interval was 100 years, you would 
expect the ratio of articulated individuals to non-articulated 
individuals to be very low, ~eeause most of the people would have 
been dead for 99 years and all the ligaments would be gone. Using 
that idea, I calculated the number of individuals represented by 
partial articulation in the ossuary. It came out _to around 20%. 
Twenty percent of the people died soon enough before the ossuary 
burial that their bones were still articulated by muscle. The problem 
is that we don't have good data on decomposition rates in the area. 
We've had to rely partially on personal communication from people 
like Dr. Stewart and Dr. Angel, whoworked on forensic cases for the 
F.B.I., where skeletons •re exposed above ground and we have some 
insights into how long this process takes. However, we can get some 
insights by looking at some comparative statistics. One month is 
required for a body to decompose to the point where just the lower 
legs are still articulated, then the time interval represented by the 
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whole ossuary is about 5 months. I! it takes 2 years for a body to 
decompose to that point, then the length of time represented by the 
ossuary is the 10-year Huron interval. I think that all of us will 
agree that 2 years is a pretty unreasonable time. In 2 years exposed 
above ground, in all probability, in the Mid-Atlantic area, the flesh 
1s not going to last. We have decided that it is probaly closer to 
8 or 9 months, allowing for winter burials, a period when little de
compostion would occur. If the burial did occur in summer, as it 
probably did, that would have to be included. If you assume that it 
takes 7, 8 or 9 months tor this to take place, then the time interval 
comes out somewhere between 3 and 4 years. It probably doesn't deviate 
very ~ar from thato Christian Feest tells me that Algonquian-speaking 
groups in the Great Lakes area who also had this feast o! the dead 
practice have a documented interval of right around 3 years. So it 
is consistent with that data, if you can accept the fact that they 
all spoke the same language, probably these two groups were related. 
At any rate, it seems to represent a fairly realistic figure. 

Assuming that the time interval was about 3 to 4 years, as sug
gested by this data, the crude mortality rates coupled with the data 
on the number of individuals in the ossuary suggests a population size 
o! over a thousand individuals that were alive at any one time contri
buting to this ossuary. A thousand people had to live somewhere, and 
we have to interpret just what that may represent. We calculate a 
population density at the village of about 1 person per square foot, 
if all o! the people contributing to these ossuaries lived at that 
occupation area~ I think, therefore, it is much more reasonable 
to assume that these ossuaries do not represent a one-to-one relation
ship with the villages. They do not represent all the dead from single 
villages. Instead, I think it is possible that several villages, 
perhaps within a single socio-cultural group, came together to bury 
their dead in these ossuaries, as is documented for the Huron in 
Canada and the Algonquians in that area as well. You can get further 
evidence for that sort of thing by looking at John Smith's map of 1612 
where in the area of Southern Maryland, occupied historically by the 
Piscataway, and others, between the Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac 
River. He lists on these maps, 28 villages in that areao Of these 
28, 5 or 6 are listed as being chief's houses, or as we interpret 
them, residences of the political rulers of those groups, implying 
a ratio of approximately 5 or 6 villages per chief. If that is the 
political unit that we are working with in these ossuaries, all of 
the villages governed by a single chief, or a single socio-political 
group came together to bury their dead in the ossuary, it would imply 
an average village size of about 200 to 250. That figure is more 
consistent with John Smith's warrior counts, where he lists the number 
of warriors in this area as being somewhere between 20 and 100, 
depending on the village. If you assume that there were approximately 
4 people in the population for every warrior, as I calculated from 
the life table, it implies a population size of between 80 and 400, 
an average size of 250. 

(COMMENf) Is that 5 ~quare feet per person? 

(D. UBELAKER) There was probably a variability in the size of 
these things, and this was one of the smaller villages. This may 
have been one with 20 warriors, which is very small. This is one 
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site and this is one ossuary, and obviously I can't conclude how 
many people were in all the villages in the area. I am ~aying that 
it looks like all of the dead contributing to this ossuary could 
not have lived at that site. It appears more probable that 5 or 6 
villages were contributing to it, inasmuch as the individual popula
tion estimates are more consistent with John Smith's warrior counts. 
You can go one step fur~her with that, if you want to. You can think 
in terms of regional population estimates. Smith's map lists 5 or 6 
of these socio-political groups or 5 or 6 chiefs in that area. If 
you assume they were all of about equal size, and that this interpreta
tion is correct, it would imply that the entire area was occupied by 
6 or 7 thousand people. This would be a population density of about 
2.1 per square kilometer, which is consistent with population density 
statistics offered from other sources for around the area. It is 
quite a bit higher than those offered by others, particularly James 
Mooney. However, others have shown, and I have shown in my study, 
that he was in error in his estimates, that he was too conservative 
by at least a factor of 4, and probably higher. I think that there 
are an awful lot of assumptions to be made in going from the number 
of dead in one ossuary to the number of people in a region. But it 
is a step and I think what this study offers is the potential which 
these ossuariee give us, to get at this kind of data. Now I can offer 
this as the conclusions of one study. They are going to be proven 
or disproven with the next ossuary excavated.· We may find that if 
someone keeps track of the numbers of articulated bones in the next 
ossuary, the time interval will vary. It may not be the 3 or 4 year 
interval that it was here, but it may be 10 years somewhere else. 
It may turn out that these things aren't set to an interval at all. 
They could be triggered by an event, or something else. But we are 
only going to know if people go after this kind of data. Right now 
these speculations are extremely tenuous. I think they point out 
the potential that these ossuaries have, the kinds of data that we 
can go after in trying to make some sense out of it. 
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Impromptu Remarks on Ubelaker's Paper 

(COMMENT) With the 4-year inerval, and a static population in 
that one area, there have been 5 or 6 ossuaries now dug, counting 
the Port Tobacco. Somewhere around there am20 or 30 ossuaries 
waiting to be found. 

(UBELAKER) Well, that is one of the implications. And that 
isn't surprising. We tend to think that since we only know of about 
25 of these things, it wasn't common. But how much activity has there 
been? 

(OOMMEN~) How long a period o! time do you thin~ the practice 
of ossuaries spanned? 

(UBELAKER) Most·of those, that I know of, were Late Woodland. 

(COMMENT) Where in the Late Woodland would you place them? 

(UBELAKBR) There was obviously overlapping in historic periods, 
but in many of the ossuaries you find a store of trade goods. My 
general impression is that it didn't occur much before then, that 
it was a fairly late manifestation of the Late Woodland. But I don't 
think we can prove it. · 

(CCMMEUT) Your ossuaries seem to have been entirely below ground. 
What guarantee do you have that the burials did not come up into the 
plow zone and were,in fact,not plowed out in the last few centuries? 

(UBELAKER) As you may recall there was this layer between the 
plow zone and between the bone concentration that was filled with 
shell fragments and charcoal flakes,which were obviously, aboriginal 
and that separated the bone concentration from the disturbed earth. 

(COMMENT) A sealed area, in a sense? 

{UBELAKER) Yes, it was pretty well sealed over. 

(COMNiENT) Do you have any evidence of fire? 

(UBELAEER) The only evidence of fire is the cremated bone, 
which wasn't found in situ. 

(COtlliIENT) Above the bone layer? 

(UBEL.AKER) No, except there were a few charcoal fragments, but 
that is not -very good evidence of fire. It's the kind of thing you 
would expect to find in an occupation area. 

( corn:~N'T) Was there evidence of bone scraping? 

(UBELAKER) My additional analysis didn't uncover cut marks on 
bones, which was somewhat surprising. There was no sign of gnawing 
or any signs of claw marks or breakage. 
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(STEWART) In my earlier work on ossuaries over at Potomac 
Creek we had found them there in the course of doing the whole 
village site, in which we had a grid system in 5 foot squares. 
I just retained that grid system when I came to the ossuary to fit 
it into my ground plan, and it becomes a problem to identify the 
location of all these bones and the details about them. In the first 
ossuary at Nanjemoy, we had the accident of a pipe going across and 
we could divide it into the two halves, but we still had a 5-foot 
grid system. I was wedded to this system and I located everything 
in reference to the skulls. We put a number on each skull and the 
bones around the skull we could identify with it, but it wasn't good 
for analysis. And the accident of the second ossuary where a fence 
line divided it in half forced us to get a smaller area. Doug sug
gested that we use smaller 2-foot squares. We could easily control 
this, and in the long run, we got a lot more information by having 
a better control over the location of the individual bones in the 
ossuary. Now, if one could take even more time and do this more 
thoroughly, you should get these bones out if you're going to analyze 
them and not let them disintegrate. We got to get even better 
systems for getting better records. 

(COMMENT TO UBELAKER) We don't know whether the platform is 
in the village or whether that platform is in the cemetery. 

(UBELAKER) Well, the platform wouldn't be in the village. 

(FEEST) Maybe some of the villages cooperated in this whole 
ossuary area. 

(UBELAKER) Yes, but you still wouldn't have more than one plat
form. More than likely, each village had their own platform system. 
That's the way it was with the Huron, anyway. They had their own 
system and they just come together for this communal burial, which 
was a social event as well as a mortuary custom. 

(COMMENT) I wonder if you could make a simple statistical test 
between the size of the bone and the amount of bone which you recovered. 

(UBELAKER) There is obviously a direct relationship. I think 
you could. 

(COMMENT) In other words, 1 or 2 feet equals 100% recovery and 
1 inch equals 2% recovery •. 

(UBELAKER) That is about the way it worked out. It is almost 
directly related to size, although with the major bones there was 
some fluctuation. For example, I would have predicted that the 
crania, particul~rly the bones of the face, would be the most highly 
represented. The data we have on this sort of thing suggests that 
people are most attracted to facial features, in that they can associate 
these with other individuals. If they are going to bury anything, 
the thing would be the skull, the teeth or the bones of the face that 
they can identify. But, about 20% of the skulls were missing. They 
obviously weren't lost. They wouldn't drop a skull and not pick it 
up. It was obviously some type of cultural selection. 
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(COMMENT) I think it would be interesting to see a correlation 
between the bones which were lost and the bones which were save4 in 
this ossuary. Correlating the bones which were lost, and the bones 

\...,). which were saved in individual reburials, at other kinds of sites, 
to see if there·is a pattern. There probably is, because the toe 
bones and finger bones were relatively unimportant. 

(UBELAKER) It would also be interesting to find the scaffold 
areas. You would expect to find the reverse. You would expect to 
find all these little bones. 

(COMulENT) Could these skulls have been lost due to breakage? 

(UBELaKER) The death curves showed that the skulls that tended 
to be lost were the older ones. You can compare the adult death 
curves and it would indicate that the older skulls logically were 
the ones that were more damaged because they were older and more 
fragile. With the skulls it is so hard to get accurate data on 
age because you have the suture closure and you have other criteria, 
but they just aren't accurate enough. So it is really hard to get 
accurate data. 

(UBELAKER) If you compare these two ossuaries there are demo
graphic differences which appear to be real. They would have to 
be interpreted. If you assume that one of these is older, you can 
determine that one of the ossuaries is older than the other, you can 
build a case for demographic changes through time. Unfortunately, 
the artifacts that came out are very similar. They all indicate it 
is prehistoric Late Woodland and that's about all. They are almost 
identical, as you would expect, because these were obviously very 
close to each other. We are dealing with 3 or 4 periods. The pottery 
isn't going to chang~ that dramatically over that period of time. 
However, I have used the argument that both of these are prehistoric. 
We either have a case that prior to European contact, populations 
were either expanding in size with increased life expectancy or, if 
you assume ossuary one was older, they were decreasing in size and 
their life expectancy was decreasing. Now of those two interpretations, 
which seems the most plausible to you? Other evidence suggests that 
during the Late Woodland, populations were expanding. However, some 
people think that just prior to European contact there may have actually 
been a decline. If population expansion was the case, if we can talk 
about the magnitude of that expansion, we can say that not merely were 
they expanding, but they were undergoing increased longevity and de
creased mortality at all ages· except adolescence. 

(FEEST) Two other comments, not on what you said right now, but 
reference to things mentioned in your paper. One is on population. 
1) Just briefly, I would like to point out that his estimates of pop
ulation for this area are much closer in fact to my own re-evaluation 
of ethnohistoric data as offered in the sources. This study is hope
fully going to be published in the Quarterly Bull~ of Virginia, 
sometime later this year, so this is an interesting confirmation. 
Although I should like to point out that there is obviously some 
misunderstanding in your reading of Smith, because S~ith's population 
figures not only applied to villages but to whole ~ribes made ~p of 
several villages each. So they are too low for tribal populations, 
actually. They may represent actual village populationsp but not 
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tribal populations. 2) And the other point, which is concerned with 
mortuary practices. It is a question of the length of time represent
ed by single ossuaries. You base your estimates on the opinion that 
this was a two-stage affair, first exposur.e on the scaffold, and then 
interment in the ossuary. When we read the best source we have, 
Spelman's account, along with the evidence for ossuary burials, we 
assume actually a three-stage affair. The first stage, exposure on 
scaffolds until the flesh is decayed. Next stage, would be removal 
from the scaffold, then sewing it up in mats and keeping it in the 
house until the time of ossuary burial. 

(UBELAKER) That's for chiefs. 

(FEEST) No, not for chiefs. That's for common people. Spelman 
says that common people are buried first, are first exposed on scaf
folds, and then are sewn up in mats and kept in the house until the 
house falls in ruins; he didn't actually observe this process but he 
infers it. So we should assume that people kept the bones of their 
deceased relatives in the houses tied up in mats or sewn up in mats, 
until the time of the ossuary burial. Now, if this is the case, the 
articulated burials which you find on top would represent corpses 
directly removed from the scaffolds, while the bundled burials would 
represent those taken from the houses already sewn up in mats. If 
this holds true, you will get a certain percentage of more or less 
completely articulated burials representing those taken directly from 
the scaffolds. So actually, you can calculate the percentage of 
scaffold burials, which would represent also the length of time in 
relation to the whole length of time for that single ossuary. Also, 
lf we assume that this is a three-stage affair, there is a question 
about whether articulation was not rather preserved by the fact that 
they were later on tied up in mats and kept in the houses. So this 
could also show up in your data. 

(UBELAK.ER) That is a possibility. And also, the thing of 
dessication. A lot of timesthese things might tend to dry out, 
not really decomposing, which I have to admit ~ight very strongly 
influence the data. 

(FEEST) If you have three articulated skeletons in your sample 
in one ossuary and only three or four years for the whole affair, 
this would give you tremendously short periods for the scaffolding 
part. 

(UBELAKER) It depends on what length of time you think is 
represented by the completely articulated individuals. 

(FEEST) It may be, if you have only 3 or 4 years and a small 
percentage of completely articulated burials. Actually this would 
imply a short period for scaffolding before removal. 

(UDELAKER) Here you have the problem of the assumption that the 
decomposition rate was consistenly constant. Obviously, it is not. 
There is the possibility that three individuals may have died within 
a week prior to the ceremony and they were included. When you have 
a laraer sample and look at the categories over several months, I 
think

0

these figures become a little more realistic. 

"-
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(FEEST) Another possibility is that if we assume that several 

villages participated in one ossuary, those brought from more distant 
villages would probably be first cleaned and tied up in bundles for 
transportation. So they would not show up as articulated burials in 
the ossuary. actually you would .end up finally with your articulated 
burials as those removed from the scaffold within jn~the village • 

•• ___ .-1-..... • • : ' r / 

(COMMENT) Do you have information about the frequency of 
articul~ted burials in the Huron ossuaries that you could use to 
compare? 

(UBELAKER) There is no comparative data. I did talk at a meeting 
in Dallas to some individuals working with Huron ossuaries in Canada. 
I hoped they would be able to come to this conference, but they had 
a conflict and couldn't make it. They apparently havethat kind of 
data in their notes a~d were trying to dig it out when I talked to 
them. It is important data. Of course, there you have the problem 
of a different country, or a different area, so the rates won't be 
exactly the same. 

(F~~ST) Would you agree that partly, that one reason for the 
differences in decomposition could be various methods, various 
c:ircumstances of exposure? 

(UBELA.KER) They were in tightly wrapped skins. That certainly 
would be a factor that would tend to extend the length of time of 
decomposttion. 

(COMMENT) Just a question. Assuming the three-fold stage of 
burial, would it seem more likely that given a limited time for de
compostion on a scaffold, and then wrapping up the bunles, there would 
l>e a greater tendency to have all the bones. Then how does this 
account for the tremendous loss of phalanges and all those other 
mnall bones. 

{COMMENT) The bones most often missing were skulls and hands. 

(UBELAK.ER) No, I just commented on the skulls. 

{PREVIOUS COMMENTER) You said you had a lot of skull bones, 
and that you were missing~ bones. 

(UBEU.KER) No, I just put that in for reference. I have a 
ranking of this, if you're interested. 

(PREVIOUS COMMENTER) It's just that someone mentioned the 
problem of individual variations in buriils and from what data I 
know of ,from American Indians, if you are strongly attached to some
one, your relatives, for example, you are more than likely at the 
time of burial to take perhaps the skull, which you then keep around. 

(UBELAKER) That would be one explanation for the missing skulls. 

lPREV. COY~ENTER) And then apparently, they are buried at their 
village. 
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{UBELAKER) The possibility of war trophies is real, too. 

{PREV. COMMENTER) Yes, but there were not cut marks or anything 
indicating violent death. 

{UBELAKER) Well, the cut marks would have been on the cervical 
vertebrae and I didn't specifically look for that, but I didn't 
notice it either. 

(THURMAN) I just want to make a comment on this type of approach 
to the interpretation of archaeological data. We are not concerned 
with the psychology of individuals, nor can we hope to explain cDltural 
processes in terms of psychology. The feeling of love for relatives 
and so on is something which is falsely described. It is not some
thing which will give us any insight at all into burial customs. 

(COMMENT) I would.say this. We discovered a skeleton and 
examined the skull of an 8 or 9 year old child which contained 
some scraps of other bones, scapula, etc., we determine it had ob
viously, been buried in a bag, because there was a dark stain around 
it and I like to think of it as a kind of lares penates burial, but 
it may be just exactly this kind of thing. Kayser,has, I think, 
about three of these in and around New York City, just the skull, 
nothing else. So somebody must have had this skull for some reason 
that could certainly be described as sentimental attachment or some 
kind of mystical beli.e f. This certainly is emotional, if you want 
to call it that. I think emotions are probably as real as anything 
I know of. 

(UBELAKER) Incidentally, we did find that many of the skulls 
did contain phalanges, small bones and ribs, indicating that the 
skulls were utilized as a sort of container during this transfer. 
They may have also just _scooped up some of the miscellaneous bones 
and stuck them in. 

(COMMENT) That is precisely the thing we found last year in 
the Delaware Valley; a seven year old child with only the skull, 
no jaw, no .other cranial bones at all, and marvelous presa,,ation. 
There were no signs of any kind of damage to it. 

( COM:.IBNT) Did you find any crushed skulls, or so-called violent 
death? 

(UBELAKER) No. 

(COMMENT) Evidence of disease? 

(UBELAKER) The only evidence for disease, besides the things 
you would expect, was a very high incidence of lesions on the tibia. 
The kind of thing you see with syphillis, and other things as well. 
There were quite a few long bones that had these kinds of lesions 
in this ossuary. The only evidence for violent death is the absence 
of about 15~ of the craniums from ossuary 2. It is interesting if 
you look at the cranium and estimate the section of the cranium, you 
find that of the skulls in the ossuary, females were more highly 
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represented, indicating that the missing skulls were probably male. 
This is assuming that there was equal male-female representation 
originally. So the missing male. skulls sort of makes you think in 
terms of warrior. Christian mentioned to me once that people in this 
area are documented as having taken trophy skulls, not scalps, but 
heads, and this is one possible explanation. 

(COMMENT) I've got archaeological evidence of that, too. 

(The following comment is missing from the text) 

(Comment, refering to missing text} I would sort of disagree 
with your statement. Wouldn't there be a more rapid deterioration 
if the bodies were not wrapped up? For example, when a bone, 
especially if it is put on the scaffold will dehydrate. Also, bone 
would definitley disintegrate slower if it were wrapped up inside 
something like a mat or bark which would retain moisture. 

(.FEEST} Perhaps the bodies were first exposed on the scaffold, 
possibly not wrapped in mats, and then later on they were wrapped in 
mats when they were deposited in the houses and kept µp to the time 
of the ossuary burial. 

(UBELAKER) What information do have oh the rates of this by months? 
(COMMENT) I haven't made a calculation. We used an ox tail 

as an experiment. Within a 1-week period it was dehydrated enough 
so that you could have preserved it another week. However, we had 
to keep it out of the rain. 

(UBELAKER} So much of that depends on the interpretation of the 
primary repository, and of the thing was in the ground you get a whole 

V iifferent story. So, it's pretty tenuous. I thinkit will serve to 
make us start thinking in that direction, or at least trying to dis
~over what the variables are in different areas. 

u 
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Mel Thurman 

A SHORT PAPER ON OSSUARIFS 

I have prepared a paper which is pretty brief. It is divided 
into three parts. First, I quickly describe what we have from our 
ossuary. Two, I make some comparisons with other ossuaries from 
the Lower ~otomac area. And three, I talk a little bit about the 
kind of recommendations I would suggest. • 

Analysis of the material uncovered at the Clagett Farm ossuary 
in the 1970 and '71 field season has barely begun. Approximately 
20% of the material has not yet been cleaned, and only crude sortings 
have been made. Hence, only the roughest outline can be sketched 
of the site and the cultural content. Counts of the various skeletal 
portions will ultimately be made. But we do have immediate informa
tion on the approximate number of individuals in the ossuary. As 
about 20~ of the material is not yet cleaned, I think it is safe to 
say that_ this ossuary contained approximatley 250 individuals. As 
the major bones at each excavation level were numbered, and all bones 
bagged by level, eventually it should be possible to determine the 
burial procedure used in the lower two-fifths or one-half of the 
ossuary. · 

There is very little information available on bone provenience 
in the upper three-fifths or upper half of the ossuary. Nevertheless, 
some gross statements can be made. The predomirantburial form was 
reburial of defleshed bones. In general, burial procedure was to 
place a skull above a pile of long bones placed parallel to one another. 
The small bones, such as metatarsals, metacarpals, and phalanges 
were often placed in the skull. As there was little room between 
individuals, and as long bones in a single level were often oriented 
in similar directions, it would seem likely that the individual 
skeletons were not placed in bundles, but were rather lain in the 
pit without any sort of enclosing package. Determination of this 
point requires more complete analysis. One should not conclude that 
this ossuary is an amorphous accumulation of individual skeletons. 
There are reasons, other than the order of long bone levels, to argue 
for the existence of structure within the ossuary. In the bottom of 
the ossuary there were two apparently fully articulated burials. 
There were cremations, as well, at least one of which seemed to be 
within a rectangle formed of long bones. Finally, the center of the 
ossuary contained a dog burial. Hopefully, further analysis will 
permit mom precise statements on the nature of the internal structure 
of the ossuary burials. 

Now one thing I found to be very interesting, is that the majority 
of skulls show osteoporoisis, some cases showing heavily on the brows 
and mandibles, as well as within the skull cases. A few potsherds 
of Potomac Creek cord impressed and earlier wares were found. Pre
dominant artifact~kinds were small flat shell beads, found mostly 
within the skulls. Three bone awls were apparently associated with 
one of the articulated burials. A few copper artifacts were found. 
Some tubular copper beads and two copper pendants; no glass beads 
were found. 
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Now I am going to talk a little but about some kinds of 
comparisons. These are strictly of a cultural historical kind. 
First I will touch briefly on other statements suggesting some 
internal structure within the ossuaries in the Lower Potomac. 
Then I will deal with the relative temporal occurrences of some 
of these ossuaries. Finally, I will touch on ossuary size differ
ences. A while ago, Dr. Stewart pointed out that most of these 
ossuaries were not excavated in a manner which makes any sort of 
comparison possible. Judge Graham, for instance, was very sloppy 
in his excavations. However, he did note, among other things, that 
in a few cases at Port Tobacco there were differences in the kinds 
of fill that were found in skulls. In some cases, there was sand 
in the skulls, certainly of a different origin than the material which 
was part of the primary fill of the ossuary. The first reference 
I have to ossuaries in the area dates to 1881 by Reynolds. He noted, 
"An ossuary was found• in which were the remains of an entire family. 
The irregular bones were placed in the bottom and were partially 
destroyed by fire. The long bones were placed in the middle stratum 
and the crania on top." This seems to be a fairly common observation 
in a number of ossuaries, in that there is some indication of this 
kind of placement and it invariably suggests to the people the 
existence of bundle burials. I am fairly certain that some of these 
ossuaries have bundle burials, and I am fairly certain that in others 
people were not bundled. In the one I am dealing with, I am fairly 
certain that they were not bundle burials. These were a matter of 
bringing them down to the ossuary for final disposal, carrying the 
bag, but I don't think it follows necessarily they were placing the 
bag containingthe bones in the ossuary. Rather in this case I feel 
fairly certain that they were taking the bones out of the bags and 
they were piling them up. The primary basis, for this statement, is 
the nature of the orientation of the bones relative to one another. 
There are patterns. These are not patterns which are found in the 
entire level necessarily, but there are patterns of various kinds. 

(COMMENT) I might add a comment that a complicating factor 
in this thing might be the fact that after all the bones were placed 
in the pit, a man came in with long poles and rearranged them. So 
that inasmuch as these things may have been in bundles originally, 
the same clusters of bundles would be disarranged. 

(THURMAN) That creates a problem, but I think we are putting 
too much emphasis on the ethnographic analogies with the Huron. I 
thinkthat the Huron material is not really a very close analogy to 
what is going on here. · 

At ossuary number 2, at Warehouse Point, Judge Graham noted, 
"Usually skulls seemed to surround the bones placed around the sides 
of the pit." At ossuary number 3, Graham noted that, "Some apI,,arent 
order was exercised in placing the remains in the pit. In the east 
end it was observed that the long bones had been radially arranged, 
covering tre entire end of the pit. " Now, we also have at Mayoane, 
a number of statements which seemed to indicate, as Judge Graham 
argued, that most of the ossuaries represented bundle burials, and 
at ossuary number 1 at Mayoane, "deposits of long bones were more 
conspicuous in this ossuary than in the others. They were very 
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suggestive ot. big bundles that were collected and placed in the pits." 
At ossuary number 4 at Mayoane, "Most of the bones were at one end 
of the pit, with no regard to order or sequence." At some parts 
there were great numbers of long bones lying interlocked side by 
side in thick layers, suggesting that these bones had been gathered 
together in bundles before placing them in the pits. In places, 
particularly near the bottom of the pits, there were skeletons 
almost completely articulated, indicating that they were more or 
less complete by the time the ossuaries were filled. 

The second portion of the comparison which I want to deal with 
is to place my ossuary in terms of the other ossuaries. Here were 
have the big problem of incomplete reports of the kinds of materials 
which have come from various other ossuaries. You have heard me 
state at other meetings in the past that IVayo.ane, Mrs. Ferguson's 
site, is not in fact ·the Mayoane that John Smith meant. I think 
that analysis of the ossuary material tends to confirm this as well. 
I would say that in terms of the order of the ossuaries in the 
Accokeek Creek area, four of them in the general area of the Mayoane 
site, these have been classified by Stevenson as ossuaries, and the 
order would be 1, 3, 2, and then 4. I agree with Stevenson's ordering 
of the ossuary material there at Mayoane, with the exception that 
I thinkthat ossuary number four is in fact earlier than ossuary 
number two. These are two that are dated as being later than the 
other two ossuaries in the Mayoane area, because within the pits 
there were fragments of the latest pottery type. If we consider 
the few examples of things which are found in the ossuaries, like 
the beads, we can set up a rough seriation of materials. If you 
make certain kinds of assumptions, one of the assumptions being 
that there would have to be a similarity in decorative bead types 
to determine age. There are direct reasons in archaeology for not 
actually believing this, but in point of fact if we are going to 
get anywhere, we have to start somewhere and this is one assumption 
I am making at the present time. I do not really subscribe to it 
but it is an assumption that is necessary for me to make. I put the 
material in order and found four sizes in this manner. Ossuary #1 
contains no beads. Ossuary #3 contains shell beads. Ossuary #4 
also contains shell beads. Ossuary #2, which is the latest, contains 
copper beads and copper items, which are not trade items. This 
copper, on the basis of mineral content, is proven to be coming from 
the Great Lakes area. I am absolutely convinced that this represents 
an earlier horizon than most of the other ossuaries. All four of 
these ossuaries I have menti~ned, represent an earlier time period 
than the ossuaries in the Port Tobacco and Piscataway areas. I would 
say that they should be ordered 2, 3, 1, and then 4 would be last. 
What we have from Port Tobacco is not very much in terms of beads 
in the early period. In ossuary #3 we obtained wampum, which 
occurred in the one burial from Port Tobacco which had the dog 
burial associated with it. In the next ossuary, #1, there are 
copper tubular beads. And finally, in ossuary #4, at Warehouse 
Point, Port Tobacco, there are tubuiar copper beads, circular gorgets 
and blue glass trade beads. When you look at my ossuary in terms 
of the content, the beads, the tubular copper beads and the dog 
burial, it seems to indicate to me that the ossuary fits in very 
closely with both ossuaries 1 and 3 from Port Tobacco and that Mrs. 
Ferguson's ossuary is of a period which is later. The date of my 
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ossuary is in fact probaly later in date than ossuary #4 at Port 
Tobacco, because Mrs. Ferguson's site contains blue trade beads 
plus a number of other varieties which can be shown to be of a 
later date. Unfortunately I do not have acceas to the material 
from the Potomac Site of Dr. Stewart. From what I have been able 
to gather on the basis of the statements on trade material, I 
would guess that the Potomac Site of Sr.hmidt I would fit between 
Port Tobacco oss~ary #4 and Mrs. Ferguson's ossuary at Piscataway. 
If we summarize this, we will have a situation in which first of 
all there are no beads found in the ossuaries. Then you have a 
situation in which we find tubular shell beads. These persist for 
some time. Then we start getting Great Lakes tubular copper beads, 
followed by tubular copper beads without glass beads, !he occurence 
of tubular copper beads, without glass beads, being trade metal 
because the analysis from the one ossuary at Port Tobacco and the 
analysis from the one· at Piscataway, Mrs. Ferguson's site, show 
conclusively that this is not Great Lakes copper. It is trade 
copper. So there are first of all, no beads, then, a level in 
which we have flat shell beads, then, a level in which we have 
native tubular copper beads, then, a following level of trade tub
ular copper beads and various kinds of glass beads. 

I believe that there are lots of things, from what we know of 
general ethnography and ethnohistory of the Eastern United s+.ates 
which tell us that trade contact on the eastern coast was considerably 
earlier than we have any sort of supporting documentary evidence for. 
I non't see how we can avoid arguing the occurence of trade materials 
on the Potomac River as early, as 1550, or may be even earlier. I 
t.hink that the last portion of the Mavoane site probably dates from 
right around 1550. I am absolutley convinced that the Mavoane of 
Mrso Ferguson is not the Mayoane of John Smith on the basis of pub
lications and my own conclusions. I would also say that the Mayoane 
of John clmith, if it is in the general Piscataway area, is probably 
pretty close to the Claget Farm. 

Unfortunately we do not have good information, not only on the 
internal structure of these ossuaries, but we do not have good infor
mation on the gross form of these ossuaries. There will be state
ments as to the relative lengths and relative widths, but we really 
don't know what they were like. I think it should be obvious that 
the shape of the ossuary which Doug reported on this morning is a lot 
different in gross shape than the kind of ossuary I have been working 
on. What we have got to get.at is to set up some formal typologies 
of these ossuaries, so that we can differentiate between like and 
unlike until we do something more with these ossuaries. I would 
almost say that I think •if you look at the general-·size of these 
ossuaries in terms of location and the size and numbers of individuals 
placed in them, there are obvious spatial differences in size and 
I think this is probably very important, because I think there is 
probably a systemic relationship between the size of these ossuaries 
and the structure or complexity of the different groups of Indians 
living in different arec:Bin Maryland. If you look at the three 
ossuaries at Port ~1obacco, four at Warehouse Point and one other. 
but only three of them have approximations of the number of individuals 
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coming trom them.", If we look at the Port Tobacco material, we 
find that the three ossuaries contain probaly 10, 50 and approxi
mately 100 individuals. This is considerably different from the 
situation which we get from the Piscataway Mayoane area. We now 
have a total of six ossuaries and in ossuary 1 at Mayoane·there 
were 288 skulls. In ossuary 2, which was incompletely excavated, 
there were 155. And the estimate made by Stevenson was that there 
were probably about 250 individuals in this ossuary. At ossua~y 
#3 at Mayoane, there were 248 skulls. 

Now I think that there will probably also be a systemic rela
tionship between the sizes o! these ossuaries and the size and 
complexity of the particular environmental situation along the river. 
I am going to argue that we will probably be able to detect in terms 
of useful land in that area, that there is a direct correlation 
between the amount of useable land, the technology of these people, 
and the size of their ossuaries. If anyone has looked at the situation 
at Port Tobacco and compared it to the creek on which you are located 
and the ?iscataway Mayoane area, there is really a considerable 
difference in tleamount of useable land. 

(BEiTY BROYLES) Did you find any other artifacts besides beads? 

(THURMAN) There are other artifacts, and I think the artifacts 
found relate very nicely to the little bit of information we have. 
I did not find any significant artifacts other than three awls and 
a couple of pendants. However, in others, such as Judge Graham's 
snd Mrs. Ferguson's in the Piscataway area there are circular copper 
discs. These circular copper discs are very similar to the discs 
which have been reported from the Florida area and from the Carolinas, 
which are definitely indicative of status differentiation. We only 
see them on the "chiefs and head warrior" and I think a great deal 
of information could be.obtained if we could get some of these situa
tions where we have these kinds of artifacts. We could say a lot more 
about the nature of differentiation in social structure. 

Only we do not know the structure of the total subsistence 
settlement system in any area of the·Lower Potomac· during the period 
when ossuaries were constructed. It is unlikely the towns were 
occupied for the entire year. We do not know to what extent satellite 
towns existed. We have no idea what other kinds of camps existed, 
if any. We have no idea of how the dead were treated in these areas. 
We do not know the symbolic yalue of the ossuaries. There is some 
data which seems to suggest that ossuaries were marked and the 
palisade lines were ordered in terms of ossuray location. I think 
it is very important that we get some more information on the way 
these ossuaries were ordered within the towns and why some of them 
were in towns and why some were out of towns. In Mayoane, at the 
Potomac site, there are two different kinds of palisade, internal 
palisades and external palisades. The internal palisades have something 
to say about the way the town is ordered in terms of this tremendously 
important ceremonial complex. 

As you go through these different periods of ossuary use, you 
start getting different internal orientations within the village. 
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We do not know how houses or other structures were oriented in regard 
to ossua•ies, and we should investigate this so that we may under
stand something about the symbolic value of the osauariea. I would 
like to, then, on this basis, make a couple of comments on the things 
we have already said about osauaries. First, of all, the .Huron data 
is not as -0lear cut as it might be. While there are indeed cases 
which indicate that among the Hurons, more than one village partici
pated in the feast of the dead. At least in the• larger villages 
there are clear-cut indications that these oseuariea did in tact bear 
a one-to-one relationship of the dead in the ossuary with a particular 
village. I wholeheartedly agree with your statement about there 
being a three-fold stage in mortuary practices involved in the ossuaries. 
We can therefore think in terms of a longer period of time being involved 
in putting the dead in the ossuaries. For instance, we do not have 
any information in this area indicating that some sort of other ~reat
ment might have been ~nvolved, such as a possible drying of portions. 
~e know of certain areas of the Eastern United States in which bodies 
were prepared by being heated. This would dry the bones for a consider
able period of time and would allow full and complete articulation. 
I personnaly think that most of the incomplete articulations which 
are found, do represent bodies coming off the scaffold. I think that 
the fully articulated burials, however, represent death occurring 
a very short period of time before being placed in the ossuaries, in 
some cases almost immediately. 

(COMMENT) How long do you think the partial articulations repre
sent? 

(COMMENT) I offered nine moths. 

(THURMAN) I wouldn't want to give an estimate. I would say 
that these ossuaries probably represent more on the order of a decade. 

(COMMENT) That would imply that· two years would elapse between 
the time that these bodies entered the second stage and the time 
that disarticulation occurred. Is that a plausible idea? 

(THURMAN) As I said, I think there is more involved than just 
that. I don't want to argue the point in great detail, as Herb is 
anxious for me to quit talking, and I will only say that I think you 
can make other assumptions than the assumption you have madeo I 
think that there are more compatible kinds of information. I don't 
think you are going to find a thousand ossuaries in the area in which 
we are concerned with. I agree completely that there were more people 
down there than a hurried reading of Smith would imply. I think, 
though, that if fOU look at the general estimates which have been made 
:in North America, we have had cycles. If you think of various kinds 
of information, you will see that the estimates that Doug and Kroger 
used, and you can see things then, like people who have re-analyzed 
the roles of tribute, and these things are ten times or fifteen times 
more than anybody had formerly been willing to have given as an estimate• 
I think that we are going into a phase in which we have a tendency to 
overestimate the population figures in most o! the Eastern United States. 
I can't speak with any sort of authority on the population figures in 
,~ny sort of detail for this area. However, my dissertation was on the 
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Delaware· Indians and I feel that the population estimates which have 
been made in the literature tor Delaware Indians on the East Coast 
are pretty accurate. I think therefore that there were more people 

v here than we have believed, but I don•t think this is something to 
be increased by a factor of 2 or; times more than we presen~ly 
believe. I think it's more on the order of something like 5~. 

(COMMENT) This a whole new area that is get~ing more and more 
important as we find new sources-· of data and use them trying to get 
at population estimates. I think that what we are trying to do, is 
to ignore the trends and quit thinking in terms of bias, just look 
at the data and try to find new ways to accurately assess it. This 
is what needs to be done. 

(THURMAN) One final statement berore I finish. I brought up 
the point of osteoporoisis. And this is importan11. I think that 
if we are going to understand population dynamics on the Lower 
Potomac, we have to start thinking about tru.ngs in terms of various 
kinds or models. I aon't think that it would be accurate on the basis 
of the things on which our information is primarily based, the inter
pretation of the Mayoane site. I ~hink thGt one of the differences 
we see at M~yoane, is differences in structural orientation of buildings 
which does not necessarily imply something in terms of population 
growth. I think further that what we had was definitely a case of 
population increase. I think that there are ways of picking this up 
and I want to make an explicit statement of what I think is going to 
happen. I think that starting around the 1500's or so, we are going 
to get more and more population displacement. With population dis
placement, with changes in the total habitat, we are going to get a 
situation, I think, in which we see a lower dependence on horticulture. 
I think that with this lower dependence on horticulture, we are going 
to start picking up more and more evidence of starvation. I would 
G~gue that if we look at.our bone material, we are going to find, an 
i11crease of osteoporoisis but maybe not in any one particular ossuary 
within a sequence. This increase would be not~d in terms of the 
various mortality rates o! the population. 
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Impromptu Remarks on Thurman's Paper 

(STEWART) I like your idea of doing something with the beads. 
It offers a good possibility of establishing a time sequence for 
these ossuaries. The one ossuary at Potomac which yields European 
glass, not copper, was the deepest pit of all. It went down nearly 
six feet and the bones were in terrible condition. I suspect that 
this might represent a breakdown of culture. On your statements 
about useable land, I don't know what you mean by that. It is very 
complicated. At Warehouse ~oint, we had a narrow strip of land 
lying out into the water, and there was a row of these ossuaries 
along there, just a few feet above water level. Nanjemoy is 100 
feet above water level, clinging to the edge of the bluff. In back 
of it there were hundreds of acres of useable land, but why were 
they just clinging? I don't think that was their usual place of 
residence. They were·down close to the water, perh~ps. My statement 
was based primarily on an ~erial survey of the land. I agree that 
this is a point on which a lot more work has to be done. We still 
do not have too accurate an understanding, really, of the precise 
technology of these people. We know something about their hoes and 
other hand tools, but more work has to be done. 

(CDrJiMENT) I have just two points. I think we ought to sacrifice 
some of the bones from each of the ossuaries that have been excavated 
to get radiocarbon dates. These may not be precise, but at least it 
might straighten out the time element. Secondly, only two concentrated 
•~illage sites in all of the Lower Potomac have been dug, Potomac 
tJreek and Mayoane. There aren't any more, unless someone has dug 
one that I don't know about. But I have pretty well covered the 
area, and there are no more concentrated villages. So we are not 
going to be able to duplicate the experiment. 

(THURMAN) But can we go back to Potomac Creek? Is there any 
.Lnformation left? Because you can recover post molds and get infor
:nation on houses. r_ you can get information on houses at Potomac 
<Jreek it would do a lot to clarify the .situation in terms of its 
relationship with the ossuaries and the whole structure of the society. 

(COfilliIBNT) I defy you to work out a house that was based on 
post moulds, just rows going every which way. We couldn't isolate 
them. 

(THURM.AN) We got hlouses. for Mayoane and we did it on the basis 
of typology. I would be willing to bet t.uat if we got them from 
Mayoane, we can get them from Potomac. That is why I would really 
like to go back there. I do not know if the site is intact or not. 

(COMMENT) There are three houses bui~t on it Loday, but the 
yards or those houses can still be dug. 

(CO~llIBNT) I was wond~ring why you assume that the village at 
Nanjemoy necessarily has anything to do with the ossuary. 

(UBELAKER) Maybe it doesn't, except that since it is so close, 
we think that if the village was there ~t the same time it would 
certainly be involved in the ossuary. 
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(Comment) It's an area that I know very little about. There 
are collectors in the vicinity who have taken a little bit of 
material·for their collections,. but I've heard rumors of other 
sites around there. 

(uBELaK.l!iR) Well, it is hard to imagine that other people would 
come so close to another village to bury their dead. 

(COMMENT) Well, this kind of village may be earlier. 

(UBELAKER) That's possible. 

(COMMENT) The pottery that you are getting out of there, I 
haven't seen it, but there seems to be some controversy. There is 
no difference. Cliff Evans and George Stevenson looked at it Qnd 
agreed that typologically, at least, in terms of tempering, it•~ 
the same as the samples we got !rom both ossuaries. 

(~OMMENT) The village could be earlier and the stuff that 
was in the ossuaries could be fill. 

(UBELAKJt.;R) That's possible. I don't think we can prove that 
they are the inhabitants of the village. lam ready to talk about 
it by saying ~hat they could represent just that village, if they 
represented it at all. 

\THURM.AN) I want to make one point. I don't want people to 
think that lam unhappy with other workers in this area because I 
said Doug's paper was the most stimulating. It was the only one I 
can remember off the top of my head which I thought would really 
stimulate us toward new things. What I am trying to get at is that 
we have not done enough in this organization. we have not put the 
effort into it to discuss the really important things. If we don't 
start doing this, we're not going to get anywhere. We are going 
to have the same old sort of hodgepodge that has existed around here 
in the past. ~nd since there has been relatively little work in this 
area compared to some archaeological areas in the Eastern United 
States, we have a great op~ortunity here. we should be going ou~ 
there and doing this sort of thing instead of sitting buck on our 
rear ends and saying maybe we ought to be doing somethinga We've 
been talking about this for about three years, now that we've got 
to do something, let's do it. 
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William Jack Hranicky 

What I have done is ask a simple question: What did the Indian 
:population in Virginia look like during the woodland times? Trying 
to get into this kind of context creates major problems. I can 
draw it simply like this: You_'ve got the Indians being buried. 
You've got a little bit o! time going by. You've got the archae
ologists digging it, and turning it over to physical anthropologists 
:for analysis. I've climbed the Pyramids and strung a wire out here 
and walked on it. ~ut what I've done is, and I've already been 
accused of following a Murdock-type approach is, start going for 
volume in skeletons. My sample of comparative data involves 4100 
skeletons, and I cut it off at that so I could get it in time for 
this paper. ~ince then I've added another thousand. From Virginia, 
I selected fifteen sites to take a r~ndom sample to see if I could 
represent what the general Indian population looked like. I analyzed 
314 skeletons and then compared this to some of the other sites th&t 
had been excavated in the neighboring ~tate of Maryland. Based on 
that, this is a general trend, I did this in this type of block 
diagram simply representing burials or skeletons, so that I could 
get an idea to tie it back into these mortuary things, rather than 
a diminishing curve. what is more significa.nt, 1 took my sample 
of 314 skeletons and decided to compare it to something. Based on 
the Woodland Period, I h~d this problem in the back of my mind and 
I was sort of ignoring it, I was coveringa broad range of time. I'm 
not saying that there ~ren't individual differences. There are. 
Nationally, populations vary. But can we get some kind of material 
or some kind of information as a baseline of comparison to look at 
sites and come back and look at a state, and say it's a little bit 
off or it's a little bit above. It gives you a chance to look at 
your material and s~y, listen, I'm missing too many infants. The 
real question, when I asked about Virginia populations, I knew infant 
mortality was high. I had a !eeling there were more females than 
mQles. I had a feeling that most of them lived over into this older 
age bracket. I had to use some kind of quantit~tive approach on it, 
but how much? I took my data and compared it to the Nanjemoy sites. 
The method used on one of these ossu~ries was this internal bone 
structure remodelingo I feel like there is something tha.t can be 
done with this. The major thing was the fact that this represented 
a very short period of time and it looked like it prob&bly was a 
complete sample. When I compared my random sample from the 15 sites, 
I came out with practically a one-to-one ratio and I was real hap~y 
when my mean average at birth came out the same number that Stewart 
published. Statistics don't really mean anything, because as Howard 
said the other day, you can drown in 6 inches of statistically average 
water. And unfortunately, when the data is presented, too often 
what they say mean averages and they do not qualify what they are 
saying by mean averages and have a tendency to cause your thinking 
to fall back some. Whereas, when you start talking about the mean 
average of death, say at birth being 20 years, we have a tendency to 
start thinking in terms of the population reaching 20 years. If you 
say the mean average or expected deaths &t 1,, how long can you expect 
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to live? There is a tendency to start pulling your thinking back 
and forgetting about the older individuals in the population. But 
nevertheless, I will present them. The mean age at birth tor the 
Virginia Indians is 20.9. !,used the age of 15 for a cut-off. 
In other words, if you make it to there, you are an adult. The 
nice thing about that is that at 15 you start getting to a point 
where you can tell the sex of the skeleton relatively easily. 
It's not impossible in the lower ones, but I wouldn't attempt i~. 
Anyway, this comes out with a total population of 32 years, 32.9. 
I further broke it down into males and females just to get an idea 
what the differences were. lind at birth, males expected to live to 
22; at the age of 15 the expected age is 35. For females at birth, 
it was 19, and at age 15, 30 years. Based on the sample itself, there 
were more females. And I came up with something like this: 960 
males to every 1,000 females, a slight difference. The infant mortality 
rate was not calculated. I'm not qualified to put a skeleton into 
that tight a bracket. So I went out to the 3 year mark. I felt I 
could probably do that a little more reliably. So based on the 3 
year mark, I came up with an infant mortality rate of 28%. I took 
it out one more step, just to be a little safer and see what _the 
difference w~s. At 5 years, I got 31%. That seems to be a little low. 
There are problems with the preservation of the sample that 1·used. 
The archaeologist in one particular case, decided it was too much 
trouble to excavate infants, so he simply didn't do it, and he came 
back and estimated. Well, his estimates, based on the table, were 
pretty good. But how real is itY These problems are going to be 
1:;here, and I sort of went through them and ignored a tremendous amount 
of systematic built-in biases. Not represented are absentess from 
the cemetery, those people who were buried while on. bun.ting trips, 
uncared for infants or any of these type of things. I! I wait until 
1;his type of data comes in we'll never get it, simply because we can't 
expect to get 100~ representation out of archaeological dat~. That 
j_s an impossible goal. l'm not going to list all of the criteria of 
my sample, but I think I ought to mention Just simply what criteria 
I used for my samplee 

It was from the woodland Period, which is really not realistic, 
1>ecause in Virginia we have one Archaic burial, and everything else 
is Woodlc:1.nd. uo that. was in the back of my mind, and I knew thEi.t I 
was going to run into a problem with this time element. All skeletons 
were anatomically complete. I did not take a skeleton that was missing 
any of the major bones. I used the same system for analysis, on each 
cf them, prima.rily ::stewart and Kern and .Hass. I looked at each analysis 
cf each skeleton that someone else had done and if it looked reasonably 
close, I used it, otherwise I dropped it. I first said I discarded 
them. vr. Angel said you'd better not say you discarded them, say 
that you didn't use the data. I mention here, Howard's estimates on 
his burials and the material you turn in, l did use this. I admit 
to 700 samples now and I see no reason not to stop until I get to 
1000. So then that is my b~sis of comparison, not only within the 
area, but looking at it from a distance and trying to come up with 
a total picture of what it looked like. I mentioned this business 
of using the ~'oodland Period. I am well aware of it, c.nd ! co.n't 
solve or argue the problem very well, but it will certainly reduce 
the validity of this type of study. 
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Impromptu Remarks on Hranicky's Paper 

(COMMENT) It is not quite pertinent to this, but the change 
of time in mortality. I had a very good illustration of that in a 
recent study I made on populations dissecting. At the ~mithsonian, 
we have two samples, one collected by Professor Huntington in New 
York, around the turn of the century. Then I used the Terry collection 
which came along from St. Louis beginning around 1914 and on. In 
the New York sample, the peak of deaths was in the decade of the 40's, 
and in the Terry collection, it was in the 60's. I assume that this 
is because of tuberculosis. In the later ones, tuberculosis was not 
so much of a factor. Just a little thing like that, the change in 
the incidence of a disease, would change your pattern. 

(HRANICKY) I used the Terry collection to practice 011. ~hen I 
went back c:t.nd started ·looking at the Virginia skeletons and there 
were similarities there, I had normally been falling way short of 
this and I knew that. 

Impromptu Remarks by Colonel Howard Mac Cord 

Talking about a vill~ge site in Southwestern Virginia, the Crab 
Orchard site, it's in the Clinch River drainage, a village with three 
concentric palisades. The outer one, 310 feet in diameter, that's 
-the only sign of growth in the village. I think this was a one-time 
occupation, but with an increasing population which required them to 
enlarge the village. Forty-percent of the village had a total mortuary 
yield of 124 burials, of which 114 give me useable data. The others 
were fragmentary or bulldozed out, so I didn't use the data. Of 
those burials, 56% were flexed, 21% extended, 9% bundle burials and 
13,~ were dismembered burials, just loose bones placed in and aruund 
the base of the pit. ~h~ only tning that looked anywhere consistent 
was the orientation of the head. Among the flexed burials, there 
was 77% and among the extended burials, 72~. There was apparently 
some religious overtone there. None of the burials were inside a 
house. Most were inside the palisaded enclosure, but about 10% were 
outside the palisades. From the contents of the pit, they were identi
cal culturally, in other words, those are not differences in time age. 
I got a radiocarbon date on the village of 1570 A.D. I think it is 
a reliable dateo 

Of the 114 burials that~ used were, 15 infants, 53 young adults, 
24 middle-aged adults and 6 ola adults. This is my own field classi
fication. This needs to be confirmed by Doug, I hope. The sex break 
down among the adults was: young adults, ?l males, 26 females, and 
9 uncertain; middle aged, 11 males, 12 females and 2 uncertain; old 
adults, 3 males, 1 female and 2 uncertain. So we've got a pretty 
uniform spread. 

These burials are scattered randomly all over the village, 
there's no cemetery. i\pparently, they are buried near their homes, 
possibly in family clusters. We haven't analyzed thQt yet. Ornamenta
tion on the bodies: generally, seashell beads on 28 out of 114, 
that's 22.6~. A couple of them had copper beads. I've had the copper 
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analyzed. It's native Virginia copper, not European. There are 
no trade goods. Other offerings other than ornamentation, include 
6 clay pots, all of the Hadford type, limestone tempered, These 

\_) were found, two with infants, one with a child, •.two with middle-
aged males, and one with a middle-aged female. There is no consistency 
there. ~ive stone tobacco pipes were found, all with males, two with 
young adults, two with middle-aged adults and one with an old adult. 
This is th~ one consistency there. A few of the burials had points, 
a few had bone awls, but there was a very limited amount of any goods 
of that sort with the dead. I had illustrations of all this to show 
you in the slides, but I'll save that for next year's meeting. 
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Ronald A. Thomas 

PREHISTORIC MORTUARY COMPLEXES OF THE DELMARVA PENINSULA 

Archaeological theorists have recently begun to emphasize the 
systematic nature of man's socio-cultural existence. Following the 
tenets of General Systems Theory, a systemically organized human 
behavioral model is postulated. This model is composed of numerous 
subsystems, each of which articulates with the others in determinable 
ways. It is argued that in order to fully under~tand one subsystem 
it is necessary to examine tne manner in which it articulates with 
the others. Furthermore, by a detailed investigatiou of one subsystem 
much can be learned about each of the others wtth which it ar"ticulates. 

This stuuy will be concerned with one subsystem of prehistoric 
man's socio-cultural -existence in tne Delmarva Peninsula. It will 
~~tem~t to examine mortuary practices existing in each of tnree 
cultural manifestations: the Delmarva-Adena Phase, the Webb Phas~, 
and ~he Slaughter Creek ~hase. Each of these cultural units has been 
discussed in numerous publications but none have been properly or 
totally des~ribed. Nevertheless, since they have been explored in 
some detail, and since their existence as units has not been called 
into questiont ~hey will b~ considered as valid socio-cultural systems 
(see Figure 2J. 

The major objective of the study is to present definitions of 
the three mortuary complexes. This data will be used to generate 
hypotheses about related socio-cultural subsystems. The hypothese~ 
will then be discussed and sugges~ions made as to methods of testing 
their validity. 

Data usea in this study were gathered from a variety of source~. 
In o.der of relative reliability these are the writer's excavat~on 
records and experience, ·s~te ~xcavation photographs, interviews with 
ex~avators and witnesses, ana the puulished literature. Since there 
was such a multitude o! recordin~ techniques used, the writer has 
attempted to organize all of th~ data along certain guidelines. The 
guidelines may be viewed as 80mew.hat interpretive and may not be 
applicable to the same degree with each excavated mor~uary uomplex. 
Nevertheless, the following paradigms are being uffered in an attempt 
to construct organizea sets oz data for hypotheses construction and 
and tes1,ing. 

Funerary ~rograms 

Two models nave been construc~ed to allow ali observations to 
fit into the organizational scheme. The models involve tne concept 
of funerary programs; tnat is ~hose scheuuled behavioral patterns 
concernea wi~h the proper dispos~l and mourning o~ ~ne dec~ased. 
Each program contains patterns oriented ~o the preparation of the 
corpse, the preparation and location of the grave facility - both 
temporary and permanen~ - the actual interment\SJ anu pos~-interment 
activities (see ~igure 2) 
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Figure l 
DELMARVA CHRONOLOGY 
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Figure 2 
FUNERARY PROGRAM MODELS 
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Funerary Program A 

In both funerary programs, the preparation of the corpse may 
actually begin prior to death. Archaeological evidence, however, 
is usually restricted to that treatment resulting in some alteration 
of the deceased and its accompaniments. The mortuary prGceaures 
followed by the survivors would include the possible reposing of the 
corpse, the addition or arranging of dress and body ornamentation, 
a~d such skeletal alterations as bone scraping, mutilation and cre
mation. 

Those operations involving the grave facil~ty include the 
selection of a proper site for the grave and the preparation of 
the facility itself. Above the ground tombs would require a pre
paration of a far dif~erent nature than would a simple pit burial. 
Size, shape and orientation are just a few of the culturally determined 
traits o! significance to an understanding of prehistoric mortuary 
complexes. 

Interment or burial refers to the actual placing of the corpse 
in the grave and the covering of the body or other custodial activity 
practiced·. The addition of grave offerings would also be included 
in this phase of the funerary program. The orientation of the body 
in relation to culturally determined points is often of great signifi
cance in prehistoric mortuary complexes. 

Post-interment ritual activities at grave side can be determined 
at the time of the archaeological investigation of below ground burial 
by careful investigation of the surrounding area and of the grave 
fill itself. Grave side ritual may consist of the burning of a fire 
or the eating of a mourning feast. The placement of items in or on 
the grave at periodic intervals is another example of post-interment 
ritual activity. 

Funerary Program B 

Since multiple interment burials are usually only recognized in 
their final interment phase, it is difficult to properly reconstruct 
the nature of the initial preparation of the corpse. The operations 
involved, however, should parallel those of a single interment program. 

The ethnohistorical documents of the southern part of the Middle 
Atlantic Coast often refer to. above the ground facilities for the 
temporary deposition of the dead. These charnel houses were usually 
reserved for certain status groups, suggesting that multiple interment 
funerary programs were restricted to those groups. If such facilities 
existed in prehistorc times they may be quite difficult to identify. 
Evidence for below the ground temporary interment does exist, however, 
and this should be considered as a possibility in all funerary programs. 

Temporary interment involves the placement of the body in the 
facility, the placing of grave offerings and the temporal period or 
duration of the interment. Each of these can be determined by care
ful investigation of both incomplete funerary programs and permanent 
interments. This will be discussed further in later sections. 
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Secondary ritual and treatment started with the removal of the 
l>ody from the temporary facility. In most cases mutilation of the 
body in the form of dismemberment, (if natural causes had not caused 
complete disarticulation), bone scrapings, and/or cremation was prac
ticed. Grave furnishings often were subjected to similar treatment 
prior to their being discarded, thrown into the permanent grave, or 
reused by the living. The treated body and any included remnants of 
,~rave furnishings were then transported to the site of the permanent 
grave. During this process, selected skeletal parts often were left 
behind or were overlooked and did not become part of the permanent 
interment. 

Permanent interment may have been in the same facility as was 
the temporary deposition or in grave pits adjacent to the ritual area. 
Often the treated bones were placed in a grave in complete disarrange
ment. Bundle burials; however, were a major part of this phase of 
the funerary program. Occasionally, disarticulated bone would be 
placed in a grave in approximate anatomical ar.r.angement. 

Post-interment ritual activity, when conducted, follows the same 
general pattern as that followed in single interment funerary programs. 

Delmarva-Adena Mortuary Complex 

The term Delmarva-Adena was originated by Elmer A. Jones (personal 
communication) to refer to a series of burial sites excavated over 
the years by pothunters and non-professional archaeologists. Four · 
of t_hese si tea on the Delmarva Peninsula and a fifth near Annapolis, 
Maryland, had been accidentally discovered and partially destroyed 
before observations could be made as to their contents. All were 
exclusively burial sites, although located in areas which adjoined 
known occupational sites of perhaps contemporaneous use. A survey 
of the Delmarva-Adena Ph~se has been made by the writer (1970) and 
compared to similar complexes in the eastern United States and Canada • 
.At that time it was theorized that the sites were related to one 
another and to sites in other parts of the New World through actual 
participation in an extensive and long lasting trade network. The 
major center of such trade was thought to be the "Adena" manifestation 
of the Ohio River Valley. 

The presence at each of these sites of artifacts of a spectacular 
nature and of exotic origin •is of "great significance". These arti
facts are found as grave off~rings and are often identified with 
"ceremonial" functions in the literature. Knowledge of their discovery 
spreads quickly through the relic hunter community and usually leads 
to their complete destruction by indicriminate digging or to hastily 
organized excavations by concerned non-professional persons. Observa
tions by different participants often conflict and artifactual material 
is usually unassociated with specific features and/or burials. Sit~ 
reconis are extremely rare and photographs are often of little or no use. 

Most of the observations made in this paper derive from records 
and photographs of the Frederica site (J 0 nes 1965) and the St. Jones 
site (deValinger 1970). Only eye witness accounts exist of the Sandy 
hill site (Jackson 1954) and the Killen's Ibnd site (Cubbage 1941). 
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~·ne West River site, located along the western shore of the Chesa-
peake Bay (Ford 1958), was adequately recorded and some of. the records 
were made available to the writer. The only extensive observations 
made .on association of artifacts to burials and on the physical nature 
of the burials themselves are from the St. Jones site where exact loca
tions can be associated with photographs (deValinger 1970) and where the 
bone,submitted to the Smithsonian Institution, was analyzed (Stewart 
1970). 

Most of the skeletal remains from the excavated Delmarva-Adena 
sites were cremated and/or highly fragmented or were immediately 
discarded by the excavators. Co~sequently, little is known of 
physical or pathological characteristics, or racial affiliation. 
l3locks of earth containing in situ human bone, however, were sent 
to the U.S. National Museum following the excavation of the St. Jones 
site near Dover by the Delaware State Museum. Dr. T. Dale Stewart 
(1970) completed a report on the specimens and his remarks indicate 
that the sample, in terms of racial identity, is indistinguishable 
from material which he examined from later prehistoric sites in lower 
Delaware. John Witthoft, however, after viewing the skeletal material 
from the Frederica,Delaware site, commented that racially the burials 
were "totally unlike our Eastern Seaboard phy~ical stock and exactly 
like the Adena physical remains known from Kentucky" (n.d.). 

Comments on the physical characteristics are just as inconclusive. 
Although no complete, or nearly complete, skeletons are known, Stewart 
(1970) suggests the presence of doliococephalic skulls and Witthoft 
{n.d.) comments on the massive mandibles and skull parts·. 

Stewart's study of the St. Jones skeletal material led him to 
comment that the sample was relatively free from disease. He does, 

however,listanumber of pathological conditions including instances 
of disease. Stewart found two cases of possible arrested anemia, a 
•~ase of slight ear exostosis, and several instances of periostitis 
and osteltis. In one case he mentions lateral compression of the 
skull and frequently noted antemortem tooth loss. More in the nature 
of a serious trauma was the instance of a skull lesion due to a 
puncture with a sharp implement. The lesion showed signs of partial 
healing. 

No detailed information is available on the age profile and sex 
ratio of any of the Delmarva-Adena sites (see Tabe 1). The presence 
of both male and female burials is recorded by Stewart who states 
that males are most conspicuous at the St. Jones site. Stewart also 
mentions the presence of middle aged and older adults, a minority of 
subadults, and some young children with unerupted teeth. While Ford 
(1958) does not mention the age or sex of the burials at the. West 
River site, Witthoft (personal communication) reports the presence 
of at least one child. The Killen's Pond burials were apparently 
adults. Nothing can be said with certainty about the Frederica 
burials or the Sandy Hill remains. 
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Funerary Programs 

Both single and multiple interment funerary programs appear to 
haTe been present in the Delmarva-Adena Phase. Funerary Program A 
was found at the Sandy Hill site (Felton,Delaware). Funerary Program 
B was reported at the West River site-, the Frederica (Delaware) site 
and the St. J 0 nes site (Dover, Delaware). The partial contemporaneity 
of both programs is suggested by the presence at Sandy Hill of some 
multiple interment burials and at Frederica of articulated burials. 

Initial body preparation in Funerary Program A, as far as can 
be told, consisted primarily of the reposing of the corpse in the 
extended position. Although items of personal adornment were found 
in great numbers at the Sandy Hill site none were actually placed on 
the body. The Killen's Pond burials, however, included at least one 
example of a shell be~d necklace in situ around the neck of a burial. 

The evidence of primary burial pits at Sandy Hill and Killen's 
Pond suggests that both single and multiple graves were utilized. 
At Sandy Hill the graves were aligned in north-south oriented rows 
each about two to three feet from the others (Jackson 1954). The 
Killen's Pond burials, however, were all in one or perhaps two mass 
graves which were dug to a depth of approximately six feet (Cubbage, 
personal communication). 

Bothsites shared the trait of grave accompaniments. At San~y 
Hill the artifacts were placed ·in pillow shaped caches encased in red 
ochre and located above the chests of the extended individuals. The 
Killen's Pond artifacts were placed in actual contact with the bodies 
and arranged in a definite order. No mention is made of red ochre 
at this site. The orientation of burials at both sites was to the 
west. 

Although post-interment ritual activity may have occurred at 
the two sites of Funeracy~rogram A, nothing can be said until a 
cemetery has been properly excavated. The grave caches at Sandy Hill 
were put in place after the partial filling of the grave pit and this 
may possibly indicate post-interment activity. No evidence of grave 
side fires has been reported. 

Funera;ryProgram B burials are usually found only in later 
:phases of completion. Consequently, any information about primary 
-treatment and temporary deposition has to be interpreted from bits 
of data acquired from analyzing permanent grave contentso In his 
study of fifty clumps of bone imbedded in soil from the St. Jones 
site, T. Dale Stewart (1970) reports finding occasional sets of.flexed, 
articulated appendages. This may suggest that primary body positioning 
was flexed rather than extended as it was in Funerary Program A of 
the Delmarva-Adena Phase. Funerary Program B allowed the utilization 
of personal adornment items in its temporary depostion stage. In 
several cases the presence of copper sulfate stains on arm bones from 
-the St. Jones site was noted, a factor suggesting that copper bracelets 
were used throughout the stage of temporary deposition but removed 
prior to permanent interment. It has not been possible to determine 
if the primary treatment included any form of body mutilation such 
as bone scraping, smashing or cremation inthe flesh. 
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The location of the facilities for temporary deposition cannot 
'be identified with a high degl!ee of certainty. However, it is possible 
that this facility was within the large pits used for permanent deposi
tion of the secondary burials. It has .been suggested that these large 

·pits may have served as living quarters, i.e., that they were semi
subterranean pit housesi It is also possible, however, that they 
were communal facilities for temporary deposition of the dead. At 
the West River site (Ford 1958) the cremations, scattered artifacts 
and recorded fire hearths were dist~±buted at varying depths and 
locations within the larger pits. At St. Jones (deValinger 1970) 
it could be determined that the disarticulated burials were contained 
in pits of similar configuration and dimensions. Witthoft (n.d.) 
reports articulated burials in very large pits at the Frederica site 
that have been almost completely weathered away. 

No information is available concerning the manner in which the 
body was placed in the temporary grave. It is clear, however, that 
at the West River site a covering of strips of bark was placed over, 
and perhaps around the body. Around many of the secondary graves are 
loosely etrewn artifacts, some of which had been intentionally broken 
or cremated. These may originally have been placed in a grave contain
ing a temporarily deposited burial. The only deliberately cached 
artifacts at the St. Jones site were not accompanied by either articu
lated or disarticulated bone but may have aeeompanied a temporary 
burial which was later removed for further custodial care. The use 
of red ocher to line the temporary grave facility is suggested by the 
presence of red ocher specks in the grave fill and lini~g the floors 
of the disarticulated burials. The duration of temporary deposition 
appears to have varied from burial to burial. Stewart (1970) mentions 
the presence of partially articulated bone lying next to completely 
disarticulated material at the St. J 0 nes site. The presence of copper 
stain on some of the bones indicates that the period of depo.si tion 
must have been long enough for flesh to decay and copper to begin to 
decompose. It is suggested that the removal of temporary burials 
occurred at programmed intervals. 

Following the removal of the dry, or partially dry, skeleton from 
its temporary facility several procedures were followed. A large 
number of cremations is recorded and although it is not possible to 
verify that cremation was done of the dry bone, it is likely that 
this was the case. In support of this interpretation it should be 
noted that at the West River site, fire hearths were found at varying 
depths within the large secondary interment pits. In the immediate 
vicinity were scattered humari bone which has been calcinated, lumps 
of burnedearth, charcoal, and fragmentary burned artifacts. While 
bone scraping has not been verified at any of the Delmarva-Adena sites, 
Stewart does mention finding purposely smashed bone at the St. Jones 
site (1970). Examination of the specimens suggests that the mutila
tion was done when the bone had dried. Also mutilated or "killed" 
were many of the artifacts found in the fill of the secondary graves. 

Permanent interment of the secondarily treated remains does not 
seem to have been done with any special care or consideration. The 
osseous remains give the appearance of having been carelessly dumped 
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into the grave facility along with occasional artifacts, specks of 
red ocher, and any other objects removed from the temporary graTe 
or crematory fire. 

Although burned areas and concentrations of charcoal occur in 
some of the large burial pits at the West River and St. Jones sites 
it is not known if this indicates scheduled post-interment ritual 
activity. 

Enrollment Factors 

The degree of infl~ence one's sexual identity may have had on 
enrollment in Funerary rogram A of the Delmarva-Adena Phase cannot 
bedetermined at this time. Observations made during the excavation 
of the Killen's Pond and Sandy Hill sites were far too vague to allow 
any determination of ·sex. An analysis of the artifacts recovered 
from the grave caches does not clarify the situation. Funerary Program 
B of the Delmarva-Adena Phase appears to have been open to both 
males and females. Although Stewart (1970) was unable to give accurate 
figures for the St. J 0 nes component he does state that males are most 
conspicuous. 

It does not appear that many sub-adults were enrolled in the 
single stage funerary program of the Delmarva-Ad~na Phase. Funerary 
Program B, hpwever, does include sub-adults. Sub-adults were reported 
from the following sites: West River, Frederica, St. Jones, and Rosen
crans Ferry. The percentage of enrollment cannot be determined. 

Since it has not been possible to associate grave offerings with 
specific burials at any of the Delmarva-Adena sites, very little can 
be said of status within either of the funerary programs. Elaborate 
grave goods are found with single stage graves at Sandy Hill and 
Killen's Pond. It appears that all enrollees were buried with these 
elaborate items and it may be possible that only high status individuals 
could qualify for this program. None of the secondary of multiple 
stage burials of this cultural phase had deliberately placed items 
buried with the dead. Most of them, however, had scattered artifacts 
throughout the grave fill and this suggests their use during the 
temporary stage of burial. Again, it may be possible that possession 
of material wealth was a prerequisite to enrollment in Funerary Program 
B. 

Webb Phase Mortuary Complex. 

The Webb Phase (Thomas and Warren 1970) has been defined on the 
basis of a cemetery site located at the Island Field, ~ear South 
Bowers, Delaware. This large cemetery, containing over one-hundred 
twenty burials and almost six hundred grave offerings, was discovered 
in 1967 by the writer who has been involved in its excavation ever 
since. Although a large portion of the defined cemetery had not been 
uncovered,in 1970, it was decided to attempt a partial definition of 
the Webb Phase. M0 re recent excavation has not decidedly altered that 
definition. 
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The Webb Phase includes a regional manifestation of a widespread 
mortuary "cult" spread from the Ohio Valley th:1:oughout most of the 
Eastern Seaboard through formalized trade relationships. This trade 
system may be continuous with the system noted earlier in the discussion 
of the Delmarva-Adena complex. Material excavated from graves at the 
Island Field suggests that the trade was as widespread, although per
haps not as extensive, as was the earlier Delmarva-Adena trade. A 
single radio-carbon date of 1210 ± 90 B.P. suggests partial contempora
neity with the Intrusive Mound "Culture" of the Ohio Valley and with 
the Kipp Island Hunters Home Phases of New York State. The artifactual 
similarities of these cultural manifestations tend to verify this 
supposition. 

. Although several other sites of the Webb Phase have been noted in 
the Delmarva Peninsula.only the Island Field has been excavated. The 
description of the Webb Phase mortuary complex, therefore, is based 
solely on the Island Field site excavation data. 

The Webb Phase skeletal profile is based entirely on the population 
from the Island Field excavations. A1though one hundred and twenty 
burials have been located and/or partially excavated, the number which 
has been studied is somewhat smaller. In 1969, Georg K. Neumann and 
a crew of four students visited the site and restored and carefully 
examined sixteen skulls. In a recent publication (Neumann and Murad 
1970) the authors state "the population is primarily Lenid with the 
exception of one individual which has been classified as Ilinid". 
The exception was interred in a separate grave some distance from the 
cemetery and does not appear to relate to the Webb Phase. According 

\J to Neumann's study, therefore, the population seems to be quite similar 
to the prehistoric "Nanticoke" skeletal material from sites to the 
south in the Delmarva Peninsula rather than to known Lenni Lenape 
populations. 

Neumann and Murad (1970) also state: 

Generally, the Island Field population displays 
a large degree of muscularity, is quite dolico
cephalic or longheaded,with an average cranial 
index of 71.39. The average length-height in-
dex is 73.35, placing the group within the ortho
cranial index class. In no instance was there 
a case of platybasis, and the position of the 
basion is high. Face size is medium with a ten
dency toward being large. The average total 
facial index is 91.12, or leptopropopic in charac
ter. 

The superior facial index is 76.96, or mesene. 
The orbits are rhomboid in 62.5% of the indivi
duals and oblong in the remaining 3705%. Their 
inclination tends to be small. The overall orbi
tal index is 77.43 or mesoconch. The nasal bones 
are medium in size and the root is medium to high. 
Nasal bridge height is also high in 2/3 of the 
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individuals studied. The nasal index is 49.14 
or meserrhine in classification. The height of 
the palate is from high to very high while the 
average mandibular index is 86.42. However, 
the size .of the mandible is from medium to large, 
each displaying a frequncy of 50%. Chin projec
tion is usually neutral. 

Although pathologies have been noted at the cemetery a detailed 
report remains to be prepared. Although several cases of ante
mortem trauma occur, instances of death caused by observeable trauma 
are non-existent. Several possible cases of periostitis and an en
larged femur head and acetabulum have been recorded. Dental pathol
ogies are frequent and sometimes severe. No artificial deformations 
have bem noted. 

The age profile and the sex ratio for the Island Field Webb Phase 
population is given in Table 2. Both males and females appear to 
have shared in the mortuary activities although, as will be discussed 
below, not equally. The complex was not restricted to adults since 
both infants and children make up a considerable portion of the popu
lation. Calculations based upon age estimates for eighty-eight indi
viduals whose ages could be approximately determined resulted in the 
following life expectancies for the population: age 0-2, life ex
pectancy 23.92 years; age 3-16, life expectancy 25.19 years; age 17-
30, life expectancy 19.38 years; age 31-45, life expectancy 12.73 
years; age 46-65, life expectancy 9.5 years. 

Funerary Programs 

Both single interment and multiple interment funerary programs 
are present at the Webb Phase cemetery at the Island Field site. 
It is obvious that the two are least partially contemporaneous al
though the single interment program, Funerary Program A, seems to 
last somewhat later~ The following interpretation of the observed 
data should be viewed as a hypothesis to be tested by further exca
vation at tre Island Field and other related cemeteries. 

Funerary Program A includes 61 burials of which 14 belong in a 
special category. Initial preparatory treatment of single interment 
burials was loosely structured. Flexing, in numerous forms, and 
extending of the corpse was practiced with the former predominant. 
Body part positioning varies.widely and do~s not appear to be pat
terned. It is likely that the corpse was placed in the grave in the 
position in which it reposed at death and no special care was necessary. 
Extended burials may have received special custodial treatment. The 
use of items of personal adornment is not common. A shell bead neck
lace,manufactured of pierced marginella shells; a whelk columella 
bead choker; and another columella bead item, a bracelet, comprise 
the total of such artifacts. 

Grave facilities varied from shallow, basin-shaped pits to 
large,deep, circular graves. Often, interment was in the tops of 
much deeper grave pits, some of which contained deeper interments 
also. In graves containing more than one individual, the skeletons 
were often in physical contact with one another and appeared to have 
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received simultaneous funerary programs. Orientation was not pat
terned (with the exception of the special category discussed below) 
and all directions are represented. 

Grave offerings occurred only rarely in Funerary Program A 
with the exception of the special category. When found, they usually 
consist of single artifacts or scattered items which coula have been 
part of the pit fill. Red ocher does not seem to have been used in 
the single interment funerary program of the Webb Phase. 

Post-interment ritual activity was practiced on occasion. One 
flexed burial of Funerary Program A had been extensively calcinated 
by a small but intensive fire built immediately above the torso of 
the shallow interment. Several unexplained circular "post holes" 
were found scattered throughout the cemetery, and fire hearths which 
may have been contemporaneous have been recorded. 

The special category mentioned earlier consists of a group of 
fourteen burials which were found in a primary state of burial. 
Each of these burials wae;·pliaeed in a deep grave facility and most 
contained grave offerings of relatively high value or significance. 
The skeletone of the special catego~y were oriented to the northwest 
~ithin an 81 arc ranging from 2540 to 335°. The special category 
may be considered as burials in an incompleted stage of Funerary 
Program B. The basis for this possible interpretation will be discussed 
latero 

Because of the inconclusive status of the special category 
burials discussed under Funerary Program A, our understanding of all 
steps of Funerary Program Bis incomplete. A total of twenty-one 
burials was found in a secondary interment state. 

No information about initial body preparation can be ascertained 
from a study of the secondary burials at the Island Field site. 
However, if the special cateogry burials are considered as incomplete 
Funerary Program B burials, then certain statements can be made. 
Body positioning would then be flexed with only two examples of 
extendin~ occurring. Flexing is predominately supine but both 
lateral (right and left) and prone flexed burials have been found. 
Items of personal .. adornmen.t have been discussed earlier. 

The facilities for temporary deposition, if the above argument 
is accepted,.are the deep, circular pits, some of which contain 
primary burials and some of which are empty. No pattern to the 
distribution of these pits could be determined but many overlap, 
suggesting limited areas were available for their location. 

Body placement in the temporary graves, as interpreted from 
the special category interments, iB near the center and at the very 
bottom of the large pits. It was never necessary to alte~ the 
symmetry of the grave to fit the body. Orientation, as noted above, 
was patterned. 

Grave offerings in special category graves were often quite 
V lavish, ranging in number from one to over two hundred. In a large 
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grave pit containing no associated primary burial was found a large 
cache of artifacts. At a slightly higher level was a bundle of 
disarticulated bone from Funerary Program B. It is possible to 
suggest that this individual may have been associated with the 
cache during his temporary interment. 

The duration of the temporary interment stage can be approxi
mated from a study of the disarticulated bone of the permanent inter
ment st$ge. All Webb Phase burials were apparently allowed to remain 
in the temporary grave long enough for all the bone to separate 
naturally; i.e. all fleshy parts had decomposed. 

Secondary treatment of the Webb Phase b~rials, when carried out, 
appears to have been limited to cremation. Redeposited cremations 
were probably done on completely dry bone rather than in the flesh. 
Crematory fires or ba$ins have not been located. Intentional mutila
tion or scraping of bone has not been recorded and treatment of arti
facts is rare. 

The permanent graves of secondarily treated human bone at the 
Island Field were usually quite shallow, although in several cases 
the same facility that may have been used for the temporary interment 
was utilized for a permanent repository. Many of the large circular 
pits contained disarticulated bone identified as Funerary Program B 
burialso 

No evidence for post-interment ritual activity appears within 
the Webb Phase multiple interment program. 

Enrollment Factors 

Sex - Enrolled in Funerary Program A are 22 males and 18 females, 
a ratio c·orre~ponding to that of the total population (57%). However, 
the male burials make up 78% of the burials containing grave offerings. 
The same ratio: holds for Funerary Program B burials where 55% are 
male. If the burials containing artifacts (special cateogry) are 
considered as intermediate multiple stage burials, then the percentage 
of males in this category becomes 65% and that in the single stage 
program falls to-..-48"• This will be discussed further in a later section. 

The factor of sexual identity may have had significance in 
determining specialized custodial modes within each funerary program. 
Burial orientation, follows the same pattern, among Funerary Program 
A enrollees, whether male or female. Eighty-five percent of the 
males are oriented either northwest or southeast while 80 per cent 
of the females are similarly aligned. In contrast, it appears that 
selection of the exact locus of interment within the cemetery for 
Funerary Program A does vary according to sex. The northwest section 
of the cemetery contains sixteen burials of which 63 per cent are 
female while 77 per cent of the thirteen burials in the so.utheast 
sectio~ are male. Another custodial mode in which a significant 
variation occurs is burial position. Of the males in Funerary Progam 
A, 55 per cent were supine-while only 33 per cent of the females lie 
in that positiono No other modes show sexual variation. 
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Age - Participating in Funerary Program A at the Island Field 
site were six children, 13 per cent of the total population recorded. 
Also found at this.site were eleven infants, most of whom were 
probably single stage burials. The multiple 8tage program at the 
Island Field was also open to sub-adults. Twenty-six per cent of 
the age-recorded participants were sub-adult. 

Status - The status of an individual during his lifetime was 
a significant factor in determining his eligibility for enrollment 
in a particular funerary program. Status can be inferred archaeo
logically by considering the nature of the grave offerings placed 
with the burial. Since it appears to be impossible to determine 
the exact worth of each artifact to the people of the Webb Phase, 
value must be arbitrarily assigned on the basis of consistently 
observeable factors. For the purposes of the present study, I 
have selected the factors of function, craftsmanship, rarity, and 
origin of raw material. Based on those factors (see Figure 3) the 
relative status of the members of each funerary program was deter
mined. 

The value of each grave cache was determined by totaling the 
value points for each artifact within the lot • .An examination of 
each artifact allowed the arbitrary assignment of a value according 
to the following schedule. This schedule is intended for use only 
in this study; no amount of argument will justify its application 
for any other reason other than internal consistency. 

FUNCTION CRAFTSMANSHIP RARITY RAW MATERIAL 

Ceremonial 3 v.p. Excellent 3 v.p. Rare 3 v.p •. Exotic 4 
Ornamental 2 v.p. Average 2 v.p. Infqt.2 v.p. Non-local 2 
Utiliarian 1 v.p. Unmodified 1 v.p. Comm. 1 v.p. Local 1 

Figure 3: Value Point Schedule (for internal use only) 

v.p. 
v. p. 
v.p. 

The use of this system to interpret status raises certain obvious 
implications. The possession of material wealth is not a prerequisite 
to enrollment in the regular single phase funerary program. The average 
value of each grave cache is 34 v.p. and the value points per burial 
in the total program is only 5. In contrast, the value point average 
of a special category burial is 90. The value point average per burial 
in the special category is a relatively high 84. Status calculations 
in Funerary Program B of the .Webb Phase reveal that very little signi
ficance is placed on status. The average burial cache is 36 v.p. 
and the value points per Funerary Program B burial is only 3. Infant 
burials, unclassified as to funerary program also average 3 v.p. per 
burial. 

In summary, the significance of status as a prerequisite for 
enrollment in the mortuary complex is seen only in the special category 
of Funerary Program A. All but one of the burials in this group 
contained caches, some of which totalled over 150 v.p. 

Slaughter Creek Mortuary Complex 
The third of the mortuary complexes to be discussed spans the 
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period from the beginning of the second millenium A.D. until it 
was terminated with the advent of the European settlement in the 
Delmarva Peninsula. Previously defined as the Slaughter Creek Focus 
(Weslager 1939:8), this cultural phase can be equated with the 
immediate prehistoric Nanticoke, Assateague, Pocomoke, Siconese 
and other groups of the lower Delmarva. More recently the term 
"1!ownsend Complex" has been used to refer to the archaeological 
manifestation. 

The Slaughter Creek Phase has beenrecorded at a number of sites 
throughout the lower Delmarva Peninsula, each of which is characterized 
bt the presence of large amounts of shell. It appears that this socio
cultural s~stem had a shell fishing and horticultural base with sup
plemental hunting also occurring. Large villages were semi-permanent 
if not permanent, with little evidence of contact with other parts 
of the Middle Atlanti·c Coast. Fortifications have not been found in 
any of the excavated sites. 

Although investigations into the ceramic technology and the pop
ulation profile have been done, very little·is known of community 
pattern, economy, and mortuary practices. Unfortunately, most of the 
known sites were excavated prior to the introduction of proper archaeo-
1ogical techniques and much of the information which they contained 
has been lost. The following description of the mortuary complex is 
based upon field notes and photographic records. Early attempts at 
interpreting the nature of Slaughter Creek mortuary practices were 
based almost exclusively ~pon ethnohistorical documents from surrouding 
areas. 

The most thoroughly studied population of the Slaughter Creek 
Phase is that from the Townsend Site. Examined in great detail by 
Stewart (Stewart abd Somwake 1963),. this population is identified 
as Otamid (Neumann 1952) or Lenid {new terminology, Neumann and Murad 
1970). The Lenid physical type has been described as having a wide 
distribution in Archaic periods but a limited refuge area distribution 
in Late Woodland times. The same physical type has been identified 
at the Slaughter Creek Site (Stewart 1958), the Ritter Site, and the 
Thompson's Island site, all of which are Slaughter Creek Phase sites. 

Stewart describes the physical characteristics as follows: 
1) cranial indices average 73 .1 for. males and 7 4. 2 for females; 2) 
nasal indices of 48.6 for m,ales and 51.0 for females; 3) mean height 
indices of 87.1 for males and 86.7 for females; 4) mean orbital 
indices of 84.2 for males and 86.4 for females. He describes the 
stature as relatively tall and the heads as high. A more detailed 
description of the physical characteristics is available (Stewart, 
in Omwake and Stewart 1963). 

Pathological coneitions among the Slaughter Creek Phase pop
ulation at the Townsend Site are described in detail by Stewart 
(Omwake and Stewart 1963). The following is from the report on 
that site: 
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Pathological changes in the bones are 
more common than would be expected in 
such a youthful population. At least 
10 skulls, equally divided betw~en the 
sexes, show small depressed scars on the 
fron.tal~ bone and sometimes also on the 
parietals. In six of these cases there 
are scars or active lesions in some of 
the longbones, particularly the tibia 
and fibula. 

For some reason the tibia is more prone 
to osteitis and periostitis than any 
other skeletal part. It is interesting 
to note, therefore, that of 37 tibiae 
from each side available for examina
tion (not all males, but all adult or 
adolescent) 35.1% of the rights and 
43.2% of the lefts show either active 
lesions or areas of scarring. Anthro
pologists usually attribute such lesions 
to syphilis, but it is still uncertain 
whether this is the only disease in
volved. In at least one case (U.S.N.M. 
no. 380, 520, a male from pit no. 77) 
the irregular distribution of the lesions 
over a large number of bones suggests 
osteomyelitis. 

The tibiae of the children also exhibit 
pathological conditions. In two cases, 
one near 6 years, the other near 9 years, 
the paired tibiae are symmetrically swol
len throughout their lengths. In another 
child, about 12 years of age, the tibiae 
have active lesions similar to those seen 
in some of the adults. It is not clear 
what these conditions represent. 

Excessive anterior bowing of the tibiae 
and fibulae was noted in two adults. 
Further study will be needed to explain 
this condition. It is interesting also 
that one left tibia (U.S.N.M. no. 380, 
494, a female from pit no. 14) exhibits 
a healed fracture of a somewhat uncommon 
type, namely, one in which the break passed 
through the superior articular surface, or 
plateau, on the lateral side. 

Arthritic joint changes are restricted to 
the few old individuals present. In one 
such case (U.S.N.M. no. 380, 518, a female 
from pit no. 66) the normal-looking 11th 
and 12th thoracic vertebrae are fused 
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through the centra and facets. 

In contrast to the bone changes associ-
ated with advancing age, are other changes, 
usually characterized as hyperostosis, seen 
only in young individuals. Although so many 
young individuals are represented in the 
sample, only three (a .child near 9 years 
and two young adults) show these changes 
and then only to a minor degree. 

Perhaps the strangest malady of all - a ca.5ie 
of generalized bone atrophy - has been de
tected in a collection of miscellaneous bones 
from pit.no. 80. The following bones have 
been identified: a pair of femora, a left 
tibia, a left humerus, a left ulna, a left 
radius, and a pair of clavicles. However, 
these bones are so strange looking and their 
shaft diameters are so reduced (ant.-post. 
diam. of the tibia+ 1.9 cm vs. the usual 
ca. 3 cm) that little doubt remains as to 
their true association. Bone atrophy of 
this sort seems to indicate a long-standing 
paralysis. 

A total of 61 burials from Slaughter Creek Phase sites have been 
identified as to sex (Stewart 1963, Davidson 1935 field notes) of 
which 38 or 62% are female. At the Townsend site, Stewart (1963) 
reported almost twice as many females as there were males. These 
figures contrast strongly with those of the Webb Phase. The youth
fulness of the Slaughter Creek Phase population at the Townsend Site 
was also noted by Stewart as being of significance. No population 
profile can be accurately recorded at this time. 

Funerary Programs 

Both single interment and multiple interment funerary programs 
have been identified at Slaughter Creek Phase sites in the Delmarva 
Peninsula. Articulated or primary burials occur in more sites but 
a larger number of reported burials are secondary. Single interment 
burials appear to be an earlier form within the Slaughter Creek Phase 
and may have been completely replaced by secondary ossuary burials 
during late proto-historic periods. 

Initial preparations in Funerary Program A included both flexing 
and extending of the corpse. Body appendages have been found in a 
variety of positions and no patterning appears to have been utilized. 
Ornamentation occurred in only one reported situation where a shell 
bead necklace was found on a primary burial from Sussex County, Dela
ware (Marine, Tull, Austin, Parsons, Hutchinson 1964). 

Slaughter Creek Funerary Program A graves were located in areas 
exhibiting relatively heavy occupational activity. Two differing 
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grave types were used: refuse pits and intentionally excavated graves, 
Intentionally dug graves were usually elongated and most of the ex
tended burials were placed in this type of facility. The abandoned 
refuse pits usually contained flexed burials lying at a variety of 
depths within the pit. 

The placing of grave offerings within the burial pits does not 
occur in Funerary Program A. The only artifacts found in close 
proximity to single interment burials can be interpreted as cultural 
debris accidentally included in the grave fill. No reports of red 
ocher have been made. Orientation of the body within the pit varies. 

No evidence of ritual activity scheduled after interment has been 
noted at Slaughter Creek Phase sites. 

Very little is known of the primary treatment and temporary 
deposition phases of Funerary Program B of the Slaughter Creek Phase. 
Ethnohistorical data would lead one to expect a funerary program which 
included the use of a charnel house following artificial disarticula
tion and bone scraping. No information on such practices, however, 
has been found. The use of abandoned refuse-filled pits as f~cilities 
for the temporary deposi ti.on of the dead can be postulated. lilany 
archaeologically excavated refuse-filled pits are stratified with 
a top layer seemingly added some time after the main fill of the pit. 
This top fill later may have been necessitated after the removal of 
a temporarily deposited burial for secondary treatment and permanent 
burial in an oussuary or permanent grave pit. It is enticing to 
suggest that this procedure was due to the difficulty of burying 

-. the dead during the course of a ground-freezing winter. 

If the above assumption is accepted, then it is possible to 
state that the body positioning of temporarily interred burials in 
the Slaughter Creek mortuary complex is flexed. No pattern of body 
appendage positioning could be inferred. None of the refuse pit 
burials nor the ossuary and other disarticualted burials have been 
examined for evidence of bone scraping. 

This same lack of bone scraping evidence also limits our know
ledge of the secondary treatment afforded the corpse after disinterment. 
Partial dismemberment of nearly fresh corpses, however, seems to be 
a definite practice within this funerary program. Bone mutilation 
and cremation are absent. During the secondary treatment or transport 
to the permanent grave facility many of the skeletal parts seem to 
have been lost or deliberately discarded and did not find their way 
into the permanent grave. Detailed data on this is lacking. 

Very few graves were dug intentionally for single secondary 
burials. Although some were placed in a narrow slit trench, most 
were merely interred in the abandoned refuse pits. Bundled bone 
was usually found in pits containing other burials in various states 
of decomposition and disarticulation. Multiple secondary graves or 
ossuaries are more frequently recorded in the literature. Ossuary 
pits vary from oval to trench-like in form. They are usually quite 
shallow and only large enough to contain the bone found within •. v Burials vary from those only partially disarticulated to those in 
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which the bone is widely scattered throughout the pit. Loose artifacts 
are occasionally found but in most cases cannot be assigned with 
certainty to the funerary program. 

Many of the secondary burials are overlaid by thin levels of 
charcoal-bearing soil. In several instances partially burned bone 
was attributed to a fire burned over the covered burials. It appears 
that post-interment ritual activity was indeed a part of the funerary 
program of the Slaughter Creek Phase mortuary complex. 

Enrollment Factors 

The largest assemblage of Slaughter Creek Phase burials was 
excavated at the Townsend site (Omwake and Stewart 1963). Of the 
five burials which could be registered with certainty in Funerary 
Program A, the male population constituted 60 per cent of the total. 
This can be compared with the 33 per cent male representation in 
the total burial population at this site. The enrollment in Funerary 
~rogram B of the Slaughter Creek Phase included sixteen burials which 
could be identified as to sex. Of these, twelve, or 75 percent, are 
female suggesting a selection for females in the multiple stage program. 

The Townsend site component of the Slaughter Creek Phase contained 
no sub-adults among the six Funerary Program A burials recorded. Some 
have been recognized, however, at other components which can be tenta
tively assigned to the single stage funerary program. The multiple 
stage funerary program contained a 27 per cent sub-adult representa
tion at the Townsend component. 

The association of material wealth with enrollment privileges 
does not seem to occur in the Slaughter Creek Phase funerary programs. 
Artifacts in certain association have not been found in Slaughter 
Creek graves and. other means of inferring status is at hand. Conse
quently, the association of status with enrollment in the funerary 
programs can not be made. 

Discussion 

The discussion of the data presented in this report must be 
qualified by the following statement. It is recongized that the 
total data about the three socio-cultural units is not available 
as of yet and further excavations may reveal information that will 
necessitate considerable alterations of the socio-cultural implica
tions discussed hereo Observations made by professional archaeologists, 
amateur archaeologists, and pot hunters, vary to such a degree that 
even the most simple statement must be viewed with caution. Never
theless, based on the above data, there are certain socio-cultural 
implications which deserve comment. 

Of the three socio-cultural units discussed in the report, the 
least is known about the Delmarva-Adena complex. If it is assumed 
that the observations reported represent the true picture then it 
is possible to make certain predictions about other segments of the 
socio-cultural system. 
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lo Due to the nature of the grave offerings present 
at each site (exotic origin of either raw material 
or manufactured item) it is suggested that Delmarva
Adena society was rigidly stratified. Only persona 
belonging to the "high" status group were admitted 
to funerary programs at the known cemeteries. 

It is predicted that future excavations on Delmarva
Adena occupation or special purpose sites will result 
in the discovery of the burials of a lower status 
group. 

2. Membership in status groups was an ascribed trait. 
Along with adult men were women and children all of 
who contained the same type of elaborate grave 
offerings. 

It is predicted that excavation and analysis of 
occupational data will reveal the presence of a 
kinship oriented gro.up system (clans) operating in 
Delmarva-Adena society. 

The Webb Phase mortuary complex, as manifested at the Island 
Field site, has been thoroughly discussed in an earlier section. 
It appears to reflect a much more complex society than does the 
Delmarva-Adena mortuary complex. Implications relating to other 
subsystems are numerous and less speculative than were implications 
about the earlier unit. The following hypothesfSare based on the 
assumption that the total Webb Phase population is represented at 
the Island Field cemetery. 

1. The Webb Phase was a stratified society. The 
uneven distribution of grave offerings among 
the cemetery population and the variety of 
funerary practices suggest the presence of 
several status levelso 

2. Status was ascribed through patrilineal descent 
groups. Although men, women and children, shared 
in the possession of status indicating grave 
offerings, it was the men who possessed the most 
valuable items. It was also the adult males who 
predominated in the most rigidly structured 
funerary program - the special category of 
Funerary Program A. 

The discovery of kinship groups in the Webb 
Phase, perhaps through ceramic analyses, can 
be predicted. 

3. The various status groups within the Webb Phase 
society were not endogamous and were co-residential. 
The Island Field cemetery contained graves of both 
funerary programs and all status groups. There is 
no evidence that spatial separation occurred. 
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The Slaughter Creek complex data tends to suggest a more egali
tarian social structure with no evidence of stratification or even 
achieved leadership positions. The lack of professional excavation 
at large mortuary sites does not allow much speculation based on 
knowledge of this subsystem. Until the excavation of complete 
community patterns these types of interpretation can not be made. 
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Table l 
POPULATION PROFILE 

DELMARVA-ADENA PHASE 
'V f c SA A MA OA u T 

Male X* 

Female X 

Unknown X X X 

Totals 
*predominant 

Table 2 
POPULATION PROFILE 

WEBB PHASE 

I C SA A MA OA u T 

Male 1 7 12 14 34 

Female 2 10 7 4 1 24 

Unknown 11 22 l 7 1 l 15 43 

'-,I Totals 11 22 4 24 20 19 16 116 

Table 3 
POPULATION PROFILE 

SLAUGHTER CREEK PHASE 

I C SA A MA OA u T 

Male 2 11 11 5 29 

Female 3 25 7 4 39 

Unknown 13 18 2 3 2 39 77 
Totals 13 18 7 39 20 48 145 
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